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Those Who Should Know Soy The Last
Dollar Invested In Advertising Brinw A
Greoter Return Than The First

Princeton, Caldwell County, Kentucky, Thursday, Sept.
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6race Brown
ay Morning

22, 1949

Princeton Mules Win
Top Fair Honors

Rites For Member
Pioneer Caldwell
ily Conducted
nesday
no to Mrs. Grace McBrown, youngest doughhe late E. P. and Agnes
cGoodwin and widow of
wit of Pittsburgh, at her
:lc Hill, on McGoodwin
,rly Tuesday morning

Eastside Lunchroom
Feeds 400 Children
In Three Shifts

Your Child's Life
May Be In Danger

Three top honors went to
Wylie Jones and son, Bernard, Route 2, at the State
Fair in Louisville last week
for the best three mules of
any age. First prize constituted the best pair of mules,
the best mare and colt and
the best three mules. Other
honors won by the Jones
were second prize for the
best pair of five-year-old
mules, second for the best
two-year-old
mare
mule,
third for the best year-old
mare mule and fourth of the
best three-year-old mare
mole.

State police of this area requested this week that school
officials, in charge of transportation, stop overloading
school buses.
Patrolmen reported some of
the buses are carrying 100 to
110 pupils in a bus while a
State law limits the number
to about 60 or 25 per cent
over the seating capacity.
Parents are running a
great risk when they allow
their children to ride an over'loaded bus, police pointed
out.

School Has Only One
Wash Basin For Every
One Hundred Children

Eastside Graded School's newi,
decorated lunchroom, which has
a seating capacity of 150, currently is serving daily meals to 400
pupils or
75 per cent of the
school's total enrollment, Russell
Goodaker, principal, announces.
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Better State Roads
Kentucky's highway construction contract awards for the first
seven months of 1949 rank third in mileage and fifth in money expended among the 48 states of the nation, according to a report of the
Bureau of Public Roads, United States Department of Commerce.
Only Texas with 3,688 miles and Ohio with 2,305 miles exceeded
Kentucky's total of 2,044 miles of toad building in the hands of contractors for this period.
Practically everyone who has studied or given much thought
to Kentucky's problems realizes that the primary requisite for improvement of the State in increased revenue, industry, etc., is better
highways. To learn that Kentucky is making such a great advance
in road building is certainly heartening.
Reports from leading touriet courts, toll bridges end tourist-serving agencies indicate an increase of from 20 to 25 per cent in nighway
travel. Every traffic index available indicates consideeably heavier
traffic in Kentucky this year than in any previous year.
Much of Kentucky's advance in road building will be evident
next year when motorists start using the roads being built today.
As has been stated many times before Kentucky has possibly the
greatest potential in the development of tourist business of any state
in the nation. Many factors will contribute to its development but
when the state can boast of good highways the rest will come natur(The Kentucky Standard)
ally.

Freight Rate Boost
BY ALEXANDER R. GEORGE
WASHINGTON—The recent increase in railroad freight rates
brings about a double-barreled boost in living costs.
It raises the ordinary charges for shipments of goods, which results in increasing the amount paid in federal excise taxes on the
transportation of property. These extra charges customarily increase
the prices paid by consumers for those goods.
The federal tax on transportation of property is three per cent of
the regular transportation charge. (The 15 per cent tax on passenger
fares is not affected by the new rate increase.)
The Interstate Commerce Commission granted the railroads a
general four per cent increase in freight rates to compensate for the
costs of installing a five-day week schedule for non-operating employes September 1.
It is expected that Congress will give primary attention to the
property transportation tax when it tackles the excise levy issue at
next year's session. Tax specialists say it is the one tax which virtually everyone favors abolishing.
That's because it tends to increase living costs more than any
other single excise tax. One reason is that it applies to all kinds of
commodities and another is that it often keeps pyramiding.
For example, it is applied first to raw materials being shipped
to an assembly plant. Second, these materials are taxed again when
shipped in a semi-finished state. Finally, there is a tax on shipments
of the finished product.
President Truman generally has opposed the elimination of excise taxes, but in his midyear economic report he said the property
transportation tax should be wiped out. He 4idn't advocate reaealing
the 15 per cent tax on passenger travel.
However, there will be pressure for abolishing the passenger tax
when Congress tackles the property transportation levy. Many Congressmen contend that muck travel is in the necessity, rather than the
eleasure class.
The 15 per cent bite is considered particularly rough on persons
who regularly ride commuter trains to and from work.

Destroying The Evidence
A German contracting company, reports the New York Times,
has been digging up mass graves of the Dachau concentration camp,
ostensibly for the clay to be used in pottery manufacture. After protests, the United States Military Government has ordered the graves
closed. The excavations were undertaken apparently with the tacit
consent of the Bavarian Government.
A representative of the contractors and a member of the Dachau
town council both insisted that the bones uncovered were those .of
residents of a former village buried over 500 years ago. But they had
no answer when asked about fillings in teeth which were hardly
medieval.
Desecration of the graves of Dachau's innocent victims is bad
enough. One commentator properly denounces the resurgence of the
same cold efficiency which, during the Nazi regime, used the cremated bodies of Poles and Jews for potato fertilizer and is willing, presumably, to use human bones and the clay in which they were buried
for pots.
But the attitude of some Germans suggests an even more sinister
purpose—that of gradually removing the corpus delicti—the substantial evidence that a crime has been committed.
The German people should be expected to rise out of the Nazi
nightmare. But not by following those who might try to destroy the
record and then telling posterity it never happened. —(The Christian Science Monitor)

Kentucky On The March
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"The world is at the crossroads, with its back against the wall,
its neck in a noose, and with the atomic bomb hanging heavy over
its head—and the tide is running out," declares a columnist who
• seems to be full of mixed metaphors and unmixed pessimism.
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THE VITAL CENTER; THE are now witty now biting. This
By J. S. H.
POLITICS OF FREEDOM. by
SEPTEMBER
' It's too bad we all cannot look
Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr.
upon a few to the standing reA snow -scaled mackerel sky,
(Houghton Mifflin; $3)
minders where some of history's
The moon breaks through—
Agreeing with other observers
Stars swiftly fill the open blue. greatest atrocities were commit- that, in the midst of plenty, we
ted during World War II. Perhaps should be happy, and, victors In
Water laps against the shore.
Against odd launches that put- more people would fight for few- war, we should be contented, but
er world wars.
putted
that in fact we are worried and
• • •
Only yesterday—now roofed and
anxious, this astute and persuashuttered.
Another Princeton traveler, sive author, like a doctor, ausculA leaf turns slowly in the air,
Mary Wilson Eldred, writes from tates our body politic and conies
Over and around and down,
Florence, Italy, that both Italy up with a diagnosis and a preand France are "mighty,interest- scription.
An end-of-glory crown.
What thought passed then, what ing." Wish I could go, don't you?
Whether or not you accept all
whispered words
of it, the diagnosis makes excitAlong that lingered track
ing reading; Schlesinger proposes
Of summer coming back?
and defends his ideas warmly. Our
Ida Fasel
main problem is not, but-our im• • •
mediate problem is, he says, RusOur correspondent, Miss Nola
Aa; while he would avoid an
Wilson of the Pleasant Grove
anti-Soviet crusade, nevertheless
community, writes in to tell us
he would reconstruct Europe
about an unusual Marigold she
(the Marshall Plan) and keep
has grown at her place. It has a
the Reds off our greener grass
DICK OBERLIN
stalk which measures 7 1-2 feet
(the Truman Doctrine).
high and four inches in diameter.
WHAS
But in the meantime, he exhorts
It is now in blossom and has
us to put our own house in order.
'another stalk shooting from it
He doesn't find much good in
The greatest Kentucky State any of us, Communists or nonwhich has a blossom measuring
Fair ever has gone into the his- Communists, Fascists or their opfive inches in diameter.
• • •
tory books, with the crowning of posites, businessmen, RepubliPete Cavanah, Princeton na- the grand champion five gaited cans, even or perhaps especially
4„grovulavoArAr,,J,.'
tive and former football player at saddle horse last Saturday night. the Progressives, who are well
Butler High School, is now in It was the greatest fair ever from meaning but misguided, poor
Europe to engineer broadcasts for every standpoint.
thinkers and bad actors, in his
several NBC star radio perforThere is alvi ays a fine line of opinion. For the Conservatives he
ome study is an important part of II
mers. Cavanah, only 27 years old, distinction at affairs like these saves his most vitriolic occusaholds the position of assistant between a fair charge for the tions, perhaps because he knows
school child's program — and you
em FILL
engineer of NBC's main studio at amusement, entertainment or ea- them best. The Progressive is to
Chicago.
ucation which is provided, and an the Communist what the Consercan
encourage
it
by
providing
a
study
• • •
cxhorbitant charge. Most of us vative is to the Fascist, he charges.
This should prove that we live who go to the fair—or to a catHe pleads in conclusion for a
corner with plenty of good, eye-saving
'With
in a small world. Mrs. Milton nivel, circus or any other similar fighting faith in our kind of freeevenings -aluteell 1(14
Martin Olander, the former May entertainment — except to get dom, for a variety of liberalism
light. If your child has trouble with his
Sue Smith of Princeton, saw a "clipped". We expect to spend which lies slightly left of center,
new's the thIPPr°achtt4,
every hotly e to deee
new fire truck while driving more money than we planned We a liberalism conscious of its
school work, it may be because he can't
through Detroit recently. After expect prices to be samewhat strength and prepared to use it.
fixture in
and
commenting "somebody is getting eigher than usual.
see his homework. Help hitt, and help
He wants us to avoid depression,
a nice, new fire truck," she saw
But, there comes a point where to trade more with the rest of
w Y to
ennaty goa
"Princeton" stamped on the back ".omewhat higher pi ices and
ckete
preserve his precious eyesight with a
"Old
Board has some questions it must
of the truck.
Pare
plain, outright robbei y cross
re
bulb8
o
n
°
IiiRe
andp
face and answer.
modern, efficient lamp, and make sure
paths. A number of people have
• • •
Get
All
the
figures
show
this
was
Request for a subscription to complained that Fair prices were
VOI1r Y°tir
the greatest Kentucky State Fair
it has a large enough bulb — not less
dealerauPPIY
today. Iton)•
their home town newspaper came not high, but Jesse James-ish.
ever. But common sense dictates
to the Leader this week from
That there is some merit to this that a state
with he rich tradition,
than 100-watt size.
Swede and Dorotha Axberg, for- argument was proven on the
sec- the coal mines, horse farms, indusmer Princtonians, now residing at ond day of the
Fair, when officials tries, handicrafts—and the
rich
Stuttgart, Germany.
announced that the price of tick- agriculture—of
• • •
Kentucky can,
ets to the show performed each with proper
planning have an anDorotha writes that she and her afternoon and evening in front of
husband are seeing "more and the grandstand would be cut nual Fair which will pale this
more of the city being rebuilt, squarely in half. The Fair must 1949 Fair to insignificance.
Only, though, if a "Fair philowhich is quite remarkable, since have met considerable
consume: sophy" is worked out and then
Stuttgart was 70 per cent de- resistance to its
price (and played followed. It is greatly to be hoped
stroyed during the war. She says to some small
audiences) or that
Swede is in charge of Utilities action would never have taken that the Fair Board will muster
UTILITIES
COMPANY
its collective minds, and, if necesthere at the 11th Field Hospital place.
sary call on some experts in the
and that she is secretary to ColThere has always been some ar- business of staging
such events,
onel Zehrm, commanding officer. gument about
whether the Ken- and outline such a philosophy for
• • •
tucky State Fair was an agricul- us before even the 1950 show
gets
The Axbergs' also told of mark- tural and industrial
exhibit play- in the planning stage.
ing a recent visit to the Black ing a bad
second fiddle to the finForests, Munich and to the Dacau est annual horse show in
the
Prison Camp where 23,800 peo- country, or if Fair and
horse show
ple were cremated by the Ger- were equal prominence. Certainmans.
ly there is great emphasis on the
•
horse show. And, certainly, in
Kentucky of all states, there
there should be. But how many of
you who visited the Fair went to
Mercator, the man who invent- the horse show? How many,of
ed the term "atlas" for a book of you went BECAUSE of the horse
maps, said it derived from a my- show?
There seems to be a question
thical astronomer King Atlas of
here of just what kind of exhibiLibia and not the god Atlas, fortion the Kentucky State Fair
merly supposed to support the
should be. If the horse show is all
world on his shoulders.
important, then let's not worry
Lebanon has planned a 20-year so much about the other attracreforestation program to restore tions. But if the Kenucky State
the cedars of Lebanon which were Fair is going to be a cross-section
famous in ancient times.
of the handicraft, agriculture, inPhotographs can be made of dustry, resources and culture of
stars no human eye can see.
our State, then the State Fair
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Do You Know?

CREWS PASS HALFWAY MARK ON
GAS PIPE LINE CONSTRUCTION
MEN WORK 10 TO 12 HOURS A DAY ON 800-MILE
PROJECT SCHEDULED FOR COMPLETION THIS YEAR

Thirst, Too,
Seeks Quality

by Ewing Galloway
Your reporter learned a long time ago that whenever a person
serves the public without pay he should expect little appreciation,
hardly any public thanks, and a goodly quantity of adverse criticism—that anybody performing a public service without any axe to
grind whatsoever should rely for compensation almost wholly upon
the pleasure he or she gets out of doing the job.
In the two years and nine months I have been writing this column the newspaper editors printing my stuff and their readers have
shown far more appreciation than I ever expected. Proof of that is in
the fact that more than half of the newspapers in the state use the
column.
Now comes a well-worded bit of appreciation from Harry W.
Schacter in his book about the Committee for Kentucky and its work.
The book, which has the same title as this column, makes mighty
good reading. Incidentally, all royalties on the book go to the Committee for Kentucky. There is not a dull paragraph in the book.
Quoting Mr. Schacter about your humble servant: "Early in the
work of the Committee we became acquainted with an unusual personality by the name of Ewing Galloway. Mr. Galloway had two major interests: a 700-acre farm in Henderson County, where he spent
half of his time, and the largest documentary or non-topical photographic service in the world, located in New York, where he spent
the other half of the year.
"Ewing Galloway is a homespun charaeter, with a deep devotion
to Kentucky. He quickly sensed what the Committee was after and
offered to take time out from a busy schedule to write a weekly syndicated column to be called "Wake Up, Kentucky." Today Ewing Galloway's column appears in 119 of the state's 187 newspapers—an extraordinary coverage by any standards in any state. A check-back
in a number of communities has revealed that most of the people
read his column regularly. He has become an important stimulator of
community progress in a great many Kentucky communities."

Don't forget the "national employ the handicapped week" which
is coming up next month, Oct. 2-8/The handicapped people deserve
a chance and we should do all that we can to see that they get that
chance.
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Bending the pipe to conform
to the contours of the land.

A section ofpipe is carefully mooed
into position near the trench.

Clamps hold the pipe sections firmly
until they can he welded together.

ers—hundreds of specialists who
are working 10 to 12 hours a day
under the summer sun—have
passed the half-way mark in
building Texas Gas Transmission
Corporation's new 800-mile pipe
line that runs near here.
Put under contract last May
by six major construction firms
employed by Texas Gas, their
goal is to have the new 800-mile
artery in the ground and delivering natural gas by the end of
• the year.
Under Roads and Rivers
Even for veterans with a quarter century of experience in laying pipe lines throughout the
world, the Texas Gas project is a
tough, challenging job, made
more difficult by the need for
speed.
From Texas to Ohio the bulldozers have built a road-like
right-of-way wide enough and
strong enough to hold the long
trucks, heavy tractors, and
steam shovels that are now in
action laying the pipe lines.
Through seven states, under15
rivers, men are pushing the
pipe line. Before December they

the broad Mississippi and Ohio
rivers.
They will bore under 55 railroads and 149 highways without
Blowing one passenger car or
railroad train.

Boonnats and Bulldozers
Perhaps you have seen them
as they tapped the reservoir of
supplies built up at nearby railroad sidings over the past few
•months and made preparations
to get the 175,000 tons of pipe
in the ground.
Behind the bulldozers have
come other crews: boom cats
picking up the pipe, engineers
bending the 26-inch tube to the
proper curve of the land, welders tacking and beading the 40foot sections together, machines
coating and wrapping the pipe to
protect it once it is in the ground.
The pipe liners you have seen
are employed by the contractors
working for Texas Gas to do
big job, fast
Each day thatthey add another
mile to the pipe line helps Texas
Gas reach its goal of completing
the long-distance carrier by the
years' end.

Attached information from our company newspaper, PIPE
.w
LINE PROGRESS,is printed to give'you news about our ne
pipe line through your area and to inform you of activities
of our natural gas transmission system. You may reeves
regular copies of PIPELINE PROGRESS by writing tat
Atk for it either way...loth
trade-mark $ mean Mr 1011.11 thing.
SOTTIED MOH AUTHORITY Of THI COCA-COLA COMPANY IY
HOPKINIVILLII LAMA•GOLA MOTTLING COMPANY
01949, Th. Cece-C. Compoty
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Hogs Made Big Gain
shopping Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Seldon McElroy,
On
Pasture Mixture
Miss Imogene Decatur, Ill,, were guests
of Miss who spent last week with
S I.. Hill of Monroe county
her
Butler
Isaac
Imogene
Mrs.
Wigginton
ind
Tuesday parents, Mr. and Mrs. Coy
seeded a pasture of 1.1 acres in
Moore,
ay guests of Misses night.
returned to their home in Alton,
February of this year which, he
OwensMr.
in
Riley,
and Mrs. John Thompso
liettie
n, Ill. Sunday.
says, has already paid for Itself.
Lansing, Mich., were
Mrs. Hewlett Davis left WedTuesday
He used Ladino clover, Alsike
Byrd M. Guess, afternoon guests of Mrs.
Nelle E. nesday of last week for her home
clover, alfalfa, fescue and orchDora
Miss
Bunton.
in Miami, Fla. after spending a
Sory and
ard grass. The first week in May,
Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul West
few days here with her father,
re in Paducah
he turned 31 head of hogs on the
and
Mrs. Arthur Hughey, daughter, Bay, and Mrs. Ray W. F. Young.
pasture, averaging in weight
Several from here attended
from 60 to 90 pounds.
funeral services for Miss Gertie
Sixteen of the hogs were marHarper at Flatrock church Wedketed at 216 pounds and the renesday.
mainder were ready by Aug. I,
Mrs. Lee Burklow spent last
at the age of six months or less.
week in Evansville with Mr. and
They had no other feed except
Mrs. Monroe Butts, Mr. and Mrs.
corn and a mineral mixture. In
Marshall Rushing and Mr. and
early August, the same pasture
Mrs. Sheely Rushing in Sturgis.
producing 20 bales of alfalfa,
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Rice visitclover and grass hay. Farm Agent
ed Dr. and Mrs. J. 0. Nall in MarJustus L. Ellis said that this is
ion for a short while Sunday
just one of many good hog pas
afternoon.
tures started in the county this
BRIMMr;.
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J
oyce
M. and Mrs. Paul Moore and
spring.
Huldridg
granted
27,
e,
was
an
daughter, Bonita, Princton; Mr.
and Mrs. Seldon McElroy, Alton, annulment of her marriage to
Ill., Miss Nancy Truitt, Marion; Nolan Holdridge, 26, San Fran- Reveals Secret Of
Mr .and Mrs. Coy Moore, Sr., cisco watchmaker, after testifying Being Well Dressed
Coy Moore, Jr., and Mrs. Lee in Los Angeles that she breaks
Secrets of looking well dressed
Burklow were dinner guests of out in a rash whenever she is were revealed by
Miss Verna
I Mr. and Mrs. Monroe Butts in with him and even when his Latzke, clothing
specialist at the
name is mentioned. (AP WireEvansville last Saturday.
College of Agriculture and Home
I Mrs. Dan Allen, Nashville, and photo)
Economics, University of Kentuc'
I Mrs. Essie Rucker spent ThursMrs. J. J. Rogers and sons, ky, when she discussed fall fash
day and Friday as guests of Mr.
Buddie, Donald and Larry, were ions at homemakers district
and Mrs. Noble Paris and Mr.
meetings. That simple, good look
guests of her parents, Mr. and
and Mrs. Roy Rucker.
ing ensembles are best, particu
Mrs. Dan Allen, who spent the Mrs. H. H. Sullenger near Tolu, larly for the small and
for the
last two weeks with her sister, Sunday afternoon.
large woman was stressed. Here
Mrs. Essie Rucker, returned to
Mr. and Mrs. V. E. Coleman, are some of the points she
her home in Nashville Saturday. Keith
Rogers and Miss Virginia brought out.
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Perkins and Stewart
I. Buy first the large items in
were in Campbellsville.
children, June, Jerry and Bruce, They
were accompanied b y the wardrobe, such as a coat or
and Mrs. Attie Bugg were in Frankie
Wright, who will enter suit.
I
Evansville Sunday as guests of Lindsey-Wilson
2. Buy shoes and matching bag
Junior College
Mr. and Mrs. Forest Bugg.
the same season.
this year.
Mr. and Mrs. James Blackburn
3. When buying accessories,
Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Young were
visited her brother, Gordon guests
of her brother, Joe Tucker, wear the costume with which they
Moore, in Nashville Sunday.
and Mrs. Tucker in Morganfield will be worn.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Rogers last
4. Buy what is needed and is
Sunday.
and Mr. A. Hard were guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Veldin Yandell most becoming, regardless of
Mr. and Mrs. Jewell Kirkwood, and
son, Van, spent the week-end fashion.
in Dawson Springs Sunday. Mr. in Evansvill
e al guests of Mr. and
and Mrs. Kirkwood plan to leave Mrs.
Burial robes of Roman'emperCharles Young.
soon for a three months' stay in
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Young ors 2,000 years ago were made of
California.
were in Louisville last week at- asbestos.
Mrs. Russell Melton and Mrs. tending the
State Fair.
Euclid Quertermous visited little
Several from here attended the
Doris Donaldson in the hospital Community
singing at Fohs Hall
at Marion Sunday afternoon.
in Marion, Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. T. H. Carter, Miami, Fla.,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Young of
is visiting her brother, Prof. G. G. Evansvill
e, were here Friday to
Niehlos and Mrs. Nichlos.
attend the funeral of her aunt,
CALL SI
Miss Rosa Jackson.
MARK CUNNINGHAM, Agt
Complete
Insurance Service
Miss Debbie Butts has returned
111 W. Market St.
home after spending several
weeks in Gray, Ind., as guest of
Mr. and Mrs. John Hughes.
Mr. and Mrs. F. G. Whitt and
111
daughter, Patsy, Memphis, Tenn.,
!spent the weekend with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Butts.
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Perryman
and daughter, Betty Joe, Phoenix,
Ariz., spent a few days last week
Sty!. S291
with Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Brasher.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Harmon, who
have been confined to their home
CooL comfortable sandals offering
on account of illness, are able to
a glamorous accent to your favorite fall
be out this week.
frocks.
Miss Hettie Riley, Owensboro,
was the week-end guest of Mrs.
They're for YOU and your steps into
Issac Butler and J. E. Hillyard.
the gayest time of the year.
Mr. and Mrs. Nobel Paris and
In all black nusuede for ...
Mrs. Essie Rucker were Sunday
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. P.
I BLOCK PIDIrri or Burart 14IG14
P. Paris in Marion.
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Farmer's Sons
Made Partners
liripioveitiwits made on the
Cletus Whitlow farm in Graves
county were inspected at a meeting conducted by four local banks
and the Extension Service of the
College of Agriculture and Home
Economics, University of Kentucky.
Since 1935 the farm acreage has

been inc.vasod from 60 to 150 ' Try a Leader Classified Ad?
acres. Crop yields have doubled
.and In some instances trebled. A
dairy herd has been built up from
a dozen nondescript cows to over
60 purebred heifers and high-producing cows.
Unusual, too, notes John Rowland, county soils assistant, is
CAR-SAFETY CON MIT
the family relationship. Two sons
and gel this uttroativ•
have been taken into the farm
r•ti•ctor Installed tifli
business as partners. Each is married and has built a home on the
SEE ANY FORD DEALER NOW!
farm.
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Stop in and see this car that's stopping traffic!

New1950 Studebaker
THE"NEXT LOOK"EV CARS:
Styled ahead! Engineered ahead?
Higher compression Champion
and Commander engines of increased horsepower • Self-stabilizing coil spring front wheel suspension • Wide-rim wheels and extralow-preasure tires • Self-adjusting
brakes • Oversize windows and
windshield • Glare-woof "black
light" instrument dials • Wear-resisting Studebaker craftsmanship.

CTUDEBAKER does it again!... Studebaker, originator
03 or the "new look" in cars, now amazes the whole motoring world with this even more revolutionary "next look"
in cars!
It's a breath-taking new 1950 Studebaker—with the
lines and the lure of something jet-propelled!
It's a longer, more powerful new money-saver of a
Studebaker—designed with dramatic distinction from its
gleaming aerocurve front to its flight-streamed rear end!
See the thrifty 1950 Studebaker—it's America's most
distinctive, most advanced new car!

ROBINSON IMPLEMENT
Hopkinsville Road

Phone 2053

STUDEBAKER'S REALLY ROLLING!
STUDEBAKER LEADS AGAIN WITH
THE "NEXT LOOK- IN CARS'

8,00FTHSHERETVLAALNUDABTE RIZNPYOERS

FREE

FREE

PLENTY OF GOOD MUSIC,ENTERTAINMENT AND FUN
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That Can Take It
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HARRIS BROS. FARM
NEAR RUSSELLVILLE,KENTUCKY

TUESDAY
SEPTEMBER

•

- BROWN — GREEN — BLACK
LEATHER
ALL SIZES

LOGAN COUNTY'S OUTSTANDING SALE
THE

27

10. A. M.
ON THE PREMISES
Regardless Of Weather

LOCATION—
On U. S. Highway No. 68, near Whipporwill Creek on Hopkinsville Road, only eight miles from Russellville, twenty-five miles from Hopkinsville, seven miles east of Elkton, seventy-five miles east of
Paducah, Kentucky, and only sixty miles north of Nashville, Tennessee. As you will see, it is well located and always a good market for your crops.

472 ACRES—
Subdivided into smaller tracts so you may buy as much or as little as desired. This is one of the best
farms to be found in Logan County, and is in a high state of cultivation. It is as fertile as the Valley
of the Nile. If you tickle it with a hoe, it will laugh with the harvest. Farm is well fenced and has
an abundance of running water. 275 acres in corn, 100 acres in Ladino and red clover, 30 acres in
new alfalfa, approximately 10 acres in good timber, and 7 acres tobacco allotment.

6—ROOM RESIDENCE—
with water and electricity; TWO 5-ROOM TENANT HOUSES, 6 BARNS, 2 CRIBS, TOOL SHED
and all necessary out buildings.

PERSONAL PROPERTY

Midget Pilot . ..
NEW
•
Opera

tes 40 hours on one gallon of fuel!

NEW Multi-Heat Burner. ..
Assures utmost heat from every drop of oill
•

NEW Beauty. ..
Makes you proud to show it to friends!

COMPLETELY NEW—SEE IT NOW!

Eldred Hardware Co.
W. Main St.

Phone 2751

50 head hogs, 4 cows,2 mules and harness, 1 five-gaited saddle horse, one new International tractor, two practically new Fordson tractors, one International 5-disc plow, one Bush and Bog plow
disc, one Bush and Bog 7 ft. disc harrow, one 7 ft. disc harrow, one 6 ft. disc harrow, one 10 ft. harrow, one corn planter, one-horse corn planter, one cultipacker, one new International 10 ft. wheat
drill, 25 tons alfalfa and red clover hay, shovels and other tools too numerous to mention.
CLEAR TITLE
ONLY 1-3 CASH, BALANCE IN 1, 2, 3, & 4 YRS.
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION
The only reason this valuable farm is on the market at any price is due to the health of the owners,
hence they are moving to California.

SALE CONDUCTED FOR A. C. HARRIS AND DR. W. L. HARRIS,OWNERS.

HORNEY BROS. LAND AUCTION COMPANY
1NYTHEVILLE, VA.

J. A. WATSON,Saks Manager

"Wytheville Our Home - The World Our Territory"
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beet the samples. Samples should
be taken very carefully from representative areas of the field and
mixed well before drawing out
the half pint of soil required for
testing. A sample of only one half
pint of well mixed air dried soil
By R. A. Mabry
should be brought in for testing.
The soil testing laboratory now We do not want more than this
n operation in the county can as we have no convenient way of
save several dollars for farmers, disposing of soil in excess of this
particularly those who have fol- amount.
lowed a heavy liming and fertilizAll samples should be brought
ing program, if the laboratory is to the county agent's office where
used and uniform samples are they will be picked up by the
brought in for testing.
laboratory technician for testing.
Indications are that 2 to 4 tons
Each sample should be numberof lime are sufficient for most of ed or otherwise identified and
the crops and most soils in the have the person's name and adcounty. Through testings, the dress on the container. A report
need for lime rto.ti fertilizer can (.1 the results of the test and recbe determined. These materials ommendations for liming and fermay be used on fields where tests tilizing will be made soon after
show there is a need rather than the samples have been tested.
applying an excess to some fields
Further information on soil
and leaving others without an ap- sampling and testing may be gotplication where it may be badly ten from this office on request.
needed.
Soil testing will help farmers
Thousands of World War II
to, use their lime and fertilizers mine detectors are being sold to
more profitably and at a saving jails and prisons to detect metals
A FRESHMAN AT SIXTY ONE: Maj. T. J. Childress, 61-year old retired Army officer of Charleston
,
worth many times the cost of the smuggled in to inmates by visiW. Va., sits with his two sons, Joe, 18, (left) and Jack, 20, on the campus
of Morris Harvey College
test and the time'it takes to col- tors.
at Charleston, where he has enrolled as a freshman, majoring in
art. Joe also is a freshman, while Jack
is a sophomore at the college. (AP Wirephoto)

County Agent's
Column

When In Hopkinsville
Make

Wood's Drug Store
Your Shopping Center
Air Conditioned, Comfortable Chairs,
Friendly Atmosphere
Always Visit Us When In Town

Wood's Drug Store
Phone 7

Hopkinsville

News From The Past

ADD TWO SPORTS
EAST LANSING, Mich.— (AP)
—Ice skating and bowling will be
added to the regular physical
education program at Michigan
State this fall. The skating will be
conducted in the new Michigan
State Ice Arena, and the kegling
on the 16-lane alleys in the new
Student Union 'building. Ice skating instructor will be Harold W.
Paulsen, hockey coach.
will be tutored by Leon D. Burhams.

THE GARDEN
By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
College of Agriculture and
Home tconomies
11.1111111.1.41.11111.11NONMY1114
.
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.
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WINTER STORING OF
VEGETABLES, IV.
During the past three weeks,
ways for attiring white potatoes
have been described. Today, attention is turned toward the
"warm" crop; the sweet-potatoes,
squashes and cushaws, whose
storing is different enough from
that of white potatoes to need
special treatment,
A major difference is that of
temperature;. here,,it roust be 50
degreer. Another is that the air
must be dry at all times. Thus Is
needed a place that stays warm,
or that can be easily warmed,
with an effective means of ventilating se that moisture-laden air
may be expelled, and fresh, dry
air introduced.
When any great amount of these
crops is stored, a special structure is needed, but there are several places about the home to accommodate the several bushels
grown in the home garden.
An excellent place is in a house
cellar, in the same room with the
furnace. Here crates or baskets
of these crops may be stacked a
foot or so off the floor near the
furnace, or they may be hung directly below the rafters. Thus
surrounded by air that is kept
in motion as it is warmed by the
furnace, the vegetables are kept
warm enough and well enough

ventilated to stay always dry.
Another place in the home is in
a closet adjoining a chimney flue
or In the attic piled about the
chimney, there to stay warm
enough, and sufficiently ventilated by the automatic movement of
air through the pile, that takes
place under such conditions. Always, the baskets should be raised above the floor, for the passing
of air all about them, and to keep
them warmer than if placed directly on the floor, the coldest
point in any room.(Next week, a
"professional" sweet potato storage.)

News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of TwiceA-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the
Princeton reporters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
September 10, 1929.
Basil slumber party Friday night at
Hubbard, Red Seeley, James Rat- her home on North
Jefferson
tiff and Arnold "Hurry-Hurry" Street in honor of Miss
Agnes
Hinkenhofer, motored to Madi- Morse, who will leave Friday
for
sonville last night to practice with Murray State Normal
and Miss
the Mizpah Shrine band of that Mary Frank Farmer,
who left
place.
Monday for Cumberland College
Football was introduced to the Arnold Ligon Truck Line
Contact
at Williamsburg, Ky .
Naval Academy in 1857 as a form
• • •
JAMES D. MASHBURN
September 10, 1929. Master
Those present were Misses of recreation for midshipmen.
Phone 2016
Princeton, Ky.
Ri‘msey Taylor, Jr., was a most Edna Morgan, Imogene Stevens,
welcome guest in the home of Virginia Morgan, Mary Agnes
his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Morse, Mary Frank Farmer and
Fred Taylor, on Seminary street, Katherine Smith.
• • •
last week, while his parents attended the Kiwanis Club convenSeptember 17, 1929. While
tion at Crab Orchard Springs.
playing at school yesterday, Ho• • •
mer Lewis, 10-year-old son of
September 10, 1929. Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. Davis Cunningham,
Mrs. George Stephens visited of the Varmint Trace, sustained
Conductor William Holeman at a dislocation of his left elbow
the I. C. Hospital at Paducah joint when he tripped and fell.
Sunday.
.• •
Thousands of bottles bearing
September 13, 1929. Robert Cat- the likeness of George Washinglett, eighteen-year-old son of Mr. ton were made during slave trade
and Mrs. S. 0. Catlett, has been days, filled with spirits and used
appointed to service in the local by American traders throughout
post-office department as Substi- the world.
tute City Letter Carrier.
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Over 125,00. hit
protected agoiost
by Terminil!
Ark for frog F n
04 your
pram,

STEGER LUMBER
0
Phone 3340

Try a Leader Classified Ad!

A uthorited

Tufty
A. A.hortf,41.44

WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED A SHIPMENT OF

28 GAUGE 5 V GALVANIZED
ROOFING
Place Your Order While Our
Stock Is Complete

HARD
WARE CO.
I:Incorporate&
Tenth and Virginia

St.
Hopkinsville

Phone 332

NOTICE
To City Tax Payer
City Taxes are now due and if
unpaid
November 1st, subject to a Ten Per
Cent Pena
All water accounts are due the first of
each m
and if unpaid after 18th of Month,
subject to 0'
Per Cent Penalty.
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Garland Quisenberry
City Collector.

STARTING TOMORROW— PENNEY'S ANNUAL

SUIT EVENT!
Built Up To A Quality!

r9g.

September.
3,
Mrs. Demon
Morris visited Mrs. Everett Williamson, Scottsburg, last Sunday
afternoon.
• • •
September 13, 1929, Miss Mary
Wilson Baker entertained a delightful group of friends at her
home on West Main Street last
Thursday evening. Four tables of
bridge were arranged in the living rooms, which were artistically decorated with garden flowers.
Dainty prizes were given the high
score winners and a delightful
salad course was served at the
close of the evening.
The following guests enjoyed
the evening, the Misses Lucille
Buttermore, Evelyn Amos, Virginia McCaslin, Mary Elizabeth
Hughes, Marianna Dawson, Vit..
ginia Barnett, and Messrs. Hillery
Barnett, George Eldred, Conway
Lacy, Robert Parsley, Claudie
Koltinsky, Aubrey Childress, Bill
Childress, Hise Stevens.
• • •
September 13, 1929. Miss Katherine Smith entertained with a

Not Down To A Price!
Tested In Our Own Laboratory!

Use Sulfa For
Chick Pullorum

oroo!
-44481
_
If deadly pullorum (SW D)
strikes your chicks, give
Dr. Salsbury's
SULPA at once.
ow' Checks immediate
death losses. Easy
to use. Economical. Ask for genuine Dr. Salsbury's
SULFA.

WOOD DRUG STORE

Important Insurance
Announcement
Effective July 25, 1949 the Kentucky Inspection Bureau
announced
a reduction of approximately 17 1-2 per cent in Fire
Insurance
rates affecting Princeton and Suburbs.

FURTHER REDUCTIONS ANNOUNCED
The American Fire St Casualty Company, A STOCK
Insurance Company, files a
Deviation or Reduction of 10 per cent; and the Druggists
Mutual Insurance Company
files a Deviation or Reduction of 15 per cent. These
reductions are in addition to the
171
/
2 per cent announced by the Kentucky Inspection
Bureau.

The American Fire & Casualty Company—a
STOCK Company—and the Druggists
Mutual Insurance Company are both rated "A
PLUS" in Best's Insurance Guide
and both companies are LICENSED and
APPROVED by the INSURANCE COMMISSIONER of the State Of Kentucky. These
Companies are represented by the

CUMMINS INSURANCE AGENCY

p your •
and on
.aily. We

'hone 36'

All Brand New Stock! No Last Year's"Carryover"
BUY FOR CASH! — OR ON
PENNEY'S LAY—Away Plan!

ture•

But select yours Early

tact

$5.00 Deposit Will Hold!

v.%

PRINCETON, KY.

disc.

B'

4A/law&

I

fit

4

* Gabardines
* Sharkskins

1R

ECAPTURE
the romance
of 18th Century
France with Gorham
King Edward ...
an exquisite pattern
that carries on the
noble Gotham
tradition for silver
famous for quality
and craftsmanship.
See this beautiful
design, and other
famed Gorham
patterns, at our
store now.

10A.

11 * Tickweaves
• Worsteds

Kno
Knox
Knox
Dea
Knox
Knox
Knox
Knox
Knox
Knox
Brig
Dark
Flora
Bora

* Regulars
* Shorts
* Longs

OFF

* Stouts
Only 100% Pure Virgin Wool Is Used In
Penney's Suits. No Cotton, No Rayon, No
Reprocessed Or Re-Used Wool.

PAY.
GET
BR
YOU
. GRA

$26 per
Plaice Setting
Including
Fed. Tax

AND,OF COURSE,FREE(ON THE SPOT)ALTERATIONS WHERE:—
"YOU CAN EXPECT AND GET MORE FOR YOUR MONEY
"

Office, Main Street, Princeton, Kentucky

P. S For further particulars call at this office, or Dial 3556,
and let us explain to
you without obligation what re savings will mean to your
insurance program.
K. It. C.

The

KENT

Shop At Penney's Tomorrow, While Our Assortment Is At Its Best! Every Suit Is Cut Over Penney's
Own Exclusive Patterns By Some Of The
Nation's
Best Known Manufacturers. They're Generou
sly
Full, Exactly Sized, Hansomely Styled.

KING EDWARD

(K. R. Cummins)

TERM NI)

lARL,t

THE GREATEST SUIT BUY AND THE LARGEST
SUIT STOCK IN PRINCETON

GALVANIZED
ROOFING

R

I ha

Bud'.
Easy To
• o„,,bodyge

oin our $1 A-Week Club for
Your Place Settings

WINSTEAD
JEWELERS

AT PENNEY'S
MM.

DAY

oclay, September 22, 1949.

I Bridal Charm
Easy lo Achieve

'0 3340

by Betty Clarke
and
.,,rybody gets dewy eyed
orange blossom mood about
brides. But Pity the poor
Ahir decides she wants to
slanted in October, NoveniDecember or another winter
tn. It is difficult for her to
;lathes or advice from her
newsimPer or magazine
Aga, who somehow shoot
„DrIts for their June brides.
.11111 and winter bride-to-be
,she is to be a traditional
bride, finds it mighty ditto find a light suit or an
, priate dress for her wedunless she spends more than
anticipated. Budget weddings
planned for June
ni only to be
es. ,
_
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.Job Opportunities
In Kentucky Take
Upswing In August
in

Call

Bavall., .
o,
message saying a (lett
try unit in southern Italy lw
been cut off by Allied troops tow
there was n o chance for it to
break ,through.
Nobody knows where the bird
roamed about for the past five
years.

payment for total unl`ellioloyment
during August was $15.57.
Most of the increase in new
claims, he explained, can be attributed to the conclusion of - the
veteran's allowance program
since many of the veterans had
wage credits under the Kentucky
law and switched over to the
state program. "As long as the
federal program was in effect," he
said, "most of the veterans preferred to draw on it since it provided $20 for 52 weeks. Under
the state program, the maximum
is $20 for 22 weeks."

Job opportunities
Kentucky
took an upswing during the
month of August, L. P. Jones, director, Division of Employment
Service, Department of Economic
You can, however, splurge on
Security, reported today. There
were 2,267 persons placed in new
a charm program to put yourself
employment last month as comin the bridal mood. And, if you
pared to 1,673 in July—an intake your time in selecting your
crease of 35 per cent. At the same
Carp which have long been
trousseau, that shouldn't be too
time, new applications for work netted from Minnesota lakes as a
difficult, either. The trick is not
decreased 5 per cent and the total nuisance, have been found to
to get flustered when you shop
number of applications of file make tasty food when canned.
for your bridal finery, and you
dropped 7 per cent, he said.
will not be a bundle of nerves on
"The increase was partly seayour wedding day.
sonal," Jones said, "Most of the
Every bride-to-be should take
gains were in the manufacturing
in
time out for beauty treatments
industries, with the industrial
several Weeks before her wedareas of Louisville showing the
ding A ,haircut and a permanent
HOPKINSVILLE
largest increase." He added that
wave
should
be
done
at
least
LINE OURS STRAIGHT;
placements are still below the
two weeks before, so the second
level of August 1948, when 2,903
5,STRAIGHT FROM A
setting and shampoo will give a
persons were put to work.
shop
PRINCETON CREAMERY
naturally curly look to the hair.
However, new unemployment
She should refrain from eating
ILIC BOTTLE,
in Kentucky increased during the
too many sweets and rich foods
month as evidenced by a 5 per
TOAT IS.
during this time, because With
(rent increase in initial claims for
the excitement to boot, skin
jobless benefits, 0. B. Hannah,
might take on a blotchy look.
director of the Unemployment InPedicure, manicure and facial
surance Division, reported. Conmassases are ether good morale
tinued claims, indicating persons
for
treatments.
who have been unemployed more
One of the most personal acthan one week, increased 16 per
Women's Wear
cessories for the bride is thb fracent to a total of 127,293. Total
grance she uses on her wedding
benefit payments of $1,410,446
day. She should choose one that PULITZER PRIZE CATCH: Ralph Pulitzer, Jr., nephew o Joseph showed a decrease of 9 per cent
"Not More, But Betis as flattering to her as her bri- Pulitzer, publisher of the St. Louis Post-Dispatch, stands with a from the July high of more than
ter Merchandise"
dal gown or chapeau. She should giant Tuna he boated in, the Atlantic Ocean near Montauk Point, a millon and a half dollars. This
not wait until the last moment N. Y. He battled the 'fish for one hour and twenty minutes before indicates that the ,new claims
exclusively yours
to spray herself with a scent bringing him to gaff. The fish weighed 547 pounds. (AP Wire- have not yet been reflected in
which she borrows from her photo)
(Incorporated)
benefit Payments, Hannah said.
bridesmaid.
He added that the average weekly
or
made
up
in
tablets,
or
little
The scent should be purchased
with care. It probably will be the bags can be packed in with the
one her husband will associate trousseau lingerie while it is in
The Lowes Cross Roads Homewith her always. After she de- the drawer waiting to be packed
makers Club in Graves county
cides on it, she should carry it
for the honeymoon. It should be made
$290 to add to its clubthrough in all her tragrance accessories. Sachet—in powder form put in gloves, too, so that each house building fund.
time they are worn it will leave
The apple crop in Rowan couna fragrance on the hands. Tuck
ty
is so large that farmers are
a sahchet tablet in hosiery case
with stockings, put some in a lit- having difficulty finding a martle silk bag to hang with wedding ket for them.
With the addition of two new
gown before the important day.
Soap and bath powder, cologne homemakers clubs in Christian
and perfume in the same scent county, there is a membership of
should be taken on the wedding 563 women in 28 clubs.
trip. Then even a hotel bathroom „Joseph R. Cooke of Bracken
can take on an air of femininity. county raised 13 of a 15-pig litYour last shampoo rinse water ter to six months of age, when
The Kentucky Renderiny Works will pick
can contain a few drops of col- they weighed 2,830 pounds.
In Spencer county, 1,643 cows
ogne or perfume to give your brip your dead stock promptly, free of charge
dal coiffure an extra fragrance. were bred through the artificial
A bit of perfume touched to the breeders association, an increase
and on sanitary trucks which are disinfected
palms of the hands just before the of 37 per cent over last year.
Elvis Emerson and Son of Ruswedding march will leave a subdaily. We pick up horses, cows and hogs. Call
tle scent that will be noticed by sell county estimate that they
all the guests who admire your made $25 a day by priming their
wedding ring. But use it wisely. tobacco.
Farmers in Owsley county who
Menhaden have many local grew Ky. F 17 A report excellent
names such as bugfish, bughead, crops where fusarium wilt forWe pay all phone charges.
oldwife, alewife, greentail, che- merly caused trouble.
Due to following a spray schedbog, mossbunker, whitefish, bonyhone 3698
Princeton, Ky.
ule on his apple orchard this
fish, and fatback.
year, Millard Johnson of Pike
county expects to harvest 2,000
Try a Leader Classified Adl
bushels of fruit.
Jesse Johnson and Glenn Ison
of Elliott county have completed
3$-by-50-foot laying houses, the
first of that size in the county.
We are now handling a complete line of fertilizer manufacThe McCracken County Homemakers Association has 26 clubs
tured by Knoxville Fertilizer Co., Nashville, Tenn.
with a membership of 609.
Four mechanical cotton pickconpromptly
fertilizer
your
In order to be sure of getting
ers are ready for use by Fulton
county farmers; one was used
tact us now and place your orders.
last year.
Farmers in Barren county who
We quote you as follows, delivered at your farm with 5%
seeded Ladino clover are finding
that it yields well and provides
discount for cash payment.
excellent pasture.
Let us show you what G-E natural color tone
100-Lb.
Analysis
really means. Bring in one of your prized recordings that you play often, and bear it on this magPot. Paper Bags
A.P.A.
Nit.
BRANDS
nificent instrument. The G-E Electronic Reproducer brings out beauty you never heard before.
By
Harry
S.
Hale
$47.30
6M
8
6
This handsome lowboy also provides $
Knox Pulverized 6-8-6
Hugh Dunlap, pipe cleaning maboth genuine FM and standard radio.
45.70
5
10
chine operator, left for Fairfield,
259•
5
Knox Vegetable Special
Model 324.
Texas,
September
16,
to
attend
46.50
8
12
4
Knox Pulverized 4-12-8
the funeral of brother killed by a
43.00
4
12
4
tractor running off a bridge
Dean's Choice
38.60
there.
6
9
3
Knox Krop Special
T. 0. Morris came from Nash38.60
6
12
2
Knox Krop Kicker
ville last week and settled for
35.90
7
14
blasting damage to the Henry
O
Knox Grain Grower
38.50
Hughes house in Fredonia Vailey.
12
12
O
Knox Pulverized 0-12-12
Mrs. Zula Pennekaber, of May30.80
0
20
Knox Pulverized Phosphate O
field, visited husband Guy Pon46.00
12
12
nebaker, Nite Watch, at Mrs.
2
Knox Alfalfa Special
Maytie Bond's this past weekend.
43.40
6
9
3

C. A. Woodall Insurance Agency
Established 1907
Not For A Day But For Al! Time
Associates
Russell Woodall

Virgil Smith

WARNING!
The City of ,Princeton has ordinance which prohibits motor vehicles from driving within 200 feet
of Fire Truck when answering fire alarm or to
park within 400 feet of a fire or from fire truck at
scene of fire. Members of City Council, in regular
meeting on Sept. 12th, renewed instructions to
Chief of Police and Chief of Fire Department, that
this ordinance must be complied with and that it
is their duty to summon violators to court. Fines
$10.00 minimum, $25.00 maximum.

wicarson

S. C. Becker,
Acting Chief of Police.
Gordon Glenn,
Chief of Fire Dept.
116

Ky. Farm News

14rToEN

Dead Stock
WANTED

Butler Foot Ball Games
Home And Away

Over WHOP FM

KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS

Automatic
Radio-Phonograph
with FM

Pipeline News

75

Model 324

BIG in performance

Bright Burley Brand
Dark Tobacco Brand
Flora Food
Borax

3

9

6

42.90

4

12

4

60.00
90.00

WE OFFER YOU WEST KENTUCKY'S MOST COMPLETE STOCK
OF FEED TO CHOOSE FROM AT PRICES YOU CAN AFFORD TO
CAN
PAY. STOP IN TODAY AND LET US SHOW YOU HOW YOU
GET MORE PROFIT FROM YOUR FEED DOLLAR.
DAIRY FEED,
BRING US YOUR CORN AND LET US MAKE YOUR
YOUR OWN
YOUR HOG FEEDS AND YOUR POULTRY FEEDS. USE
GRAIN AND SAVE MONEY.
SOYBEANS.
WE WILL BUY YOUR WHEAT, CORN AND
NIGHT 3356
DAY PHONE 2071
Princeton, Kentucky

PRINCETON MILLS

Princeton Motor
Sales
Dawson Road
•

OTHER FIVI
MODELS

$49.95 up

Buick Saks &
Service
We Do All Kinds of Mechanical Work on Cams and Trucks—

BIG in value

$34.95
GENERAL

ELECTRIC

de luxe table radio

DON'T MISS A BUTLER GAME
BE THERE WITH A GENERAL ELECTRIC FM RADIO

B. F. DILLINGHAM In charge
of shop—

PRINCETON LUMBER Co.

Phone2081

Call 2408 to Get Your
Car and Delivery

S. Seminary St.
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!Fredonia Legion Post
American Legion and
.tican Legion Auxiliary of
doniii Post No. 103 entertainMonday night at Legion Hall
zarbecue,
a
0.1
chicken
a membeing
phone... to expedite handling
occasion
the
answers
to
whoever
page
for
this
Items
give
and
r 1 , 2141
NOTE: Please call ,
social
and
drive
of the news.
her-ship
•
gathering of both organizations.
Outstanding speakers present
I NEVER SEE GOD
Altar Society Meeting
Mrs. Stallins Hostess
were: district commander of the
I never see God, but I see Him
Mesdames Barney Jones and
American Legion, Weldon Hall, of
To Bridge Club
quite often
Arlington, and district president
Mrs. Fredrick Stallins was hos- Basil Hubbard were co-hostesses
In the tint of the lily, the tint of
of
St
(If American Legion Auxiliary,
meeting
Society
Friday
Altar
the
to
an
of
tess
to
members
the rose,
Ernest Childress and Alvin
In the green of the mosses which, Night Bridge Club at her home on Paul's Catholic Church, at MI
„ iiby, both of Princeton. Local
North Seminary street, Septem- Jones' home on Washington sirei
carpet-like, soften
speakers were Commander of
Wednesday night, Sept. 14, at 7:
The earth where the purple- ber 9.
[Fredonia Legion Post, W. M.
dressed violet grows.
Members present were Mes- p. m.
Young and Adjutant Dave PerThe group discussed variun
I see His hand touch with its in- dames Thomas J. Simmons, Stankins. American Legion chaplin,
finite kindness
ley Sharp, Hewlett Morgan, Rich- projects for the coming year dui
Dan Campbell, led in prayer.
The shoulders of those who ard Morgan, Jimmy Landes, Jim ing the business session.
Sergeant-at-arm, of the Legion,
with burdens are bowed;
During the social hour, refreshShrewsbury, H i 11 a r y Barnett,
Jack Blackburn, and Sgt.-at-arms,
I hear words of courage for him Billy McElroy, James McCaslin ments were served by the hostessAuxiliary, Mrs. J. B. Sory, adMRS. LEVI OLIVER
who in blindness
es.
and Thomas Lacey.
Before her marriage in Sal- vanced the colors. Approximately
Goes tapping his way through
Present Were Mesdames Julian
First prize was won by Mrs.
100 persons were present.
the hurrying crowd.
Simmons; second by Vergie Bar- L. Schwab, H. W. Nichols, Will em September 12, Mrs. Levi
I see Rim where wealth, or where nett; and bingo by Mrs. Hewlett Loftus, Russell Goodaker, Paul Oliver, was Miss Jeraldine
poverty mingles,
Dunn, H. W. Skees, Howard E.' Ladd, Princeton. Mr. Oliver is
Morgan.
a son of Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Fredonia Ladies' Aid
I see Him in low spots, I see Him
A salad course was served by Day and the hostesses.
Present at the Ladies' Aid of
Oliver, Eddyville. The couple
in high.
the hostess.
the Cumberland Presbyterian
will live in Lexington.
I never see God, but my whole
Mrs. Hillary Barnett will be Mrs. McConnell Hostess
Church, Fredonia, who met with
being tingles
hostess at the next meeting.
Mrs. Noble Paris Thursday night
To Sorority Members
At the ,blue and the pink and
Mrs.
Sharp
Hostess
• • •
were: Mrs. T. A. Akridge, Mrs.
the gold of the sky.
adjournment for the sumAfter
To Church Group
Mrs. John Morgan and daughRay Blackburn, Mrs. Malcom
—Donald J. Mac Cargo.
mer
months,
the
local
non-schoThe WSCS Circle No. 2 of the Blackburn, Mrs. Allie Bugg, Mrs.
ters, Ann Kevil and Betty Gayle
• • •
lastic sorority, Beta Sigma Phi, Ogden
Memorial Methodist Dan Bugg, Mrs. Ambie Fuller,
and Mrs. Louise Kevil spent last
held
its
first
meeting
Tuesday
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Sparks have Tuesday in Louisville attending
Church met at the home of Mrs. Mrs. C. T. Henson, Mrs. Aubrey
night, Sept. 20, at 7:30 p. m., at
returned from a visit in Ft. the State Fair.
Stanley Sharp, N. Jefferson Litchfield, Mrs. Smith Lowery,
the home of Mrs. Frederick Mc- street, Monday night
Wayne, Ind.
at 7:30 p .m. Mrs. Russell Melton, Mrs. Euclid
Connell, Highland Avenue.
Eighteen members were present. Quertermous, Mrs. Essie Rucker,
Present were Mesdames Harold
Minutes were read and approv- Mrs. Allen Riley, Mrs. Ray WigRowland, Robert Gordon, Glenn
ed and the treasurer's report was ginton, Mrs. Paul West and the
Bright and Alvin Lisanby, di- given
by Mrs. Homer Mitchell. It hostess. Mrs. Allen Riley gave
rector; Misses Marjorie Stem- was voted that all money
pledged the devotional. Delicious refreshbridge, Wanda Wadlington and
by members be sent directly to ments were served during the
Margaret Ann Cartwright.
the Women's Division for missiciff
Plans were discussed for activi- work, and that additional funds social period.,
ties of the coming year.
for local work be raised for local
projects.
The County Tax Books are now open
Mrs. Charles Hubbard reportLottie Moon Circle
The Lottie Moon Circle of the ed that the last week of October
Taxes paid before
Mrs. Gordon Bright, Mrs. FredFirst Baptist Church met at the was designated as "Week of
home of Mrs. William Larkin Prayer."
die McConnell, and Mrs. Virgil
Mrs. Conway Lacey explained Woodall visited in Hopkinsville
Tuesday night, Sept. 13.
Mrs. W. E. Willis was in charge the composition of worship ser- and Camp Campbell last week.
vice pamphlets and urged each
Bob Taylor left Sunday fo
of the devotional and program.
Present were Mesdames Cecil member to become familiar with Vanderbilt University, Nashville,
Smith, Robert Jacob, Gordon its teachings.
for his sophomore year.
will be allowed 2% discount
Glenn, Claude Koltinsky, Frank
Mrs. Ralph Cash, project chairMrs. Bennie Clark and little
Wilson, Willis, Mina Tom Ryan, man, was requeested to appoint daughter, Jeanie. left Tuesday for
Alvin Lisanby and the hostess; a committee to work with her in a two weeks stay with relatives in
Misses Mary Wilson Baker, Gwen selecting several possible projects Pineville.
Booker and Melville Young.
for the coming year, after which
Miss Mary Elizabeth,
The hostess, assisted by Mrs. she will call a meeting for memoi student at Rollins College, Winter
Mina Tom Ryan, served a plate bers to decide on a definite pro- Park, Fla., is visiting her pareats,
Sheriff Caldwell County
lunch.
ject.
Mr. and Mrs. Gardner White.
The next meeting will be held
Mrs. C. H. Jaggers gave an inMrs. Margaret Dee Claiborne
at the home of Miss Melville formative talk on "Our Faith," has returned to her home in DalYoung in October.
and the meeting closed with the las, Tex., after visiting her sister,
singing of "Faith of Our Fathers."
Reireshments were served by
Dinner Party
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Koltinsky the hostess, and during the social
entertained with a dinner party hour programs for the next three
Friday night, September 16, in months were planned.
The October meeting will be
honor of Mrs. H. J. Goza, of Nashville. Mrs. Koltinsky is the former held at the home of Mrs. George
Pettit, Eddyville Road.
Susanne Sparks, of Princeton.
Guests were Mr. and Mrs. Goza,
of Nashville, Mr. and Mrs. Wil- Surprise Shower
liam Lowry, of Elkton, Ky.; Miss
A surprise miscellaneous houseAnna Garrett Ratliff, Mr. Edwin hold shower was given by memLamb, Mr. and Mrs. Sam Kolt- bers of the First •
Presbyterian
insky, Jr., Miss Flora Jane Koltin- church, Fredonia, for Mr. and
sky and Mr. Sam Ratliff.
Mrs. John Cox last Tuesday night,

Tax Notice
NOVEMBER 1,1949

Thursdc'Y'
Km. Leo Walker and family,
Hopkinsville road. She was called
home because of the sudden illness of her husband, Mr. H. C.
Claiborne.
Mr. and Mrs. R. if. Dazell returned home Friday night from a
vacation to New York City, Pennsylvania and Virginia.
Mrs. W. C. Sparks spent Toes
day in Nashville, Tenn., with her
daughter, Mrs. Jennings Goza,
and Mr. Goza.
Mrs. Ed McCarney has returned
to her home in Memphis, Tenn.,
after a visit with her cousin, Mrs.
C. O. Akin, Washington street.
Mr. and Mrs. Neil Banister
and son, Larry, of New Orleans,
La., are visiting his mother, Mrs.
Van Banister, West Market
street.
Mrs. T. B. Collins, Kuttawa,
spent last Thursday with Mrs.
Fredtick Stallins, N. Seminary
street.
Mrs. T. A. Pedley, Denver,
Colo., arrived Tuesday night,
after being called here because
of the serious illness and death
of her sister, Mrs. Grace Brown.
She was accompanied by Mrs.
R. M. Pool, who is visiting friends
here.

Mrs. L. E. O'Hara, accompanied
by her brother, Mr. W H. Guerin,
and Mrs. Guerin, of Sarasota, Fla.,
spent last week-end with Mrs.
O'Hara'. daughter, Mrs. Al Tho1113$ Page, Mr. Page and their
little daughter, Gail, In Richmond.
While there, they visited points of
interest in the Blue Grass Region.
Mr. and Mrs. Guerin were enroute home after visiting in Detroit, Mich.
Mrs. J. L. Walker, Mrs. C. J.
Bishop and Misses Nancy Stowers, Nancy Taylor and Sara Demetra Walker spent last weekend in Mayfield with Mrs. Walker's mother, Mrs. Markham Ligon.
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MAGIC ROYAL PORTABLE FOR CHRIST-

How?
Entertain
Madison
First Choi
Second C
Third Ch
Sign
ADD
Contest C

DANCE

MAS—

EVERY SATURDAY ,

10% Down - Balance
In Weekly Or Monthly Payments Until December
15th.

TOMMY
DORSEY

W. OTHO TOWERY

Ks Tro

9:00 Till?
DANCE
Friday, Oct. 7
In Person

dr-

AND HIS
World Famous

704 S. Main St.

Hopkinsville, Ky.

choose a costume from

If you
install
pose,

25

Just te
Most I

6,c/49n

I- JUNIORS

Birthday Dinner

Present were: Mrs. Bill' Smith,
Mr. and Mrs. Kelly Landes, Mrs.
Mrs. R. Roy Towery entertain- Howard Story, Mrs. C. T. Henson,
ed with a dinnei party at her Mrs. W. B. Conway and daughter,
home on West Main street last Carol; Mrs. Issac Butler, Mrs,
Thursday night, Sept. 15, in honor Ivan H. Bennett, Miss Dorothy'
.
of the fourth birthday of her little Parr, Mrs. John F. Rice, Mrs. W.
grandson, Billy Giannini, Jr., M. Young, Mr. and Mrs. James
Guests were Mr. and Mrs. Billy Landes, Mrs. Flo:ence Parr, Mrs.
Giannini, Sr., Mr. and Mrs. Ray- L. W. Guess, J. E. Hillyard, Mr.
mond Schults, Mrs. Henry Tow- and Mrs. Albert Walker, Betty
ery, great-grandmother of the York, Betty Sue Holloman, Joan
honoree, and Mrs. Harry Blades, 'York, Buddy York, Marcella Holloman, Barber Holloman, Mary
Jr.
• • •
Louise Canada, Thelma Canada,
Mrs. C. M. Wood, who is associ- Joe Conway and Mr. and Mrs.
ated with Stephens College, Col- John Cox.
• • •
umbia, Mo., and a former resident of Princeton, is visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Amoss,
friends and relatives here this Plum street, are spending this
week.
week at Kentucky Lake.

Rustonellkige
Di. Grey/b. Grey
Midnite!Flint Blue

$127.50

as seen in GLAMOUR

MODERN BEDROOM

Let "Dandy" take you through an important weekend. It's
the dressed-up tailored rayon faille. Jacket is an artful adaptation of • man's dinner vest, double breasted with shawl
lapels. Bodice is tucked like •full dress shirt. 41295
Good dress for good time. 9 to IS

In a beautiful, natural toned Vaca wood, which is light in
color, also so well adapted to today's modern trends. The distinctive hardware gives it a new and different look, and all
of the internal construction details are worthy of a higher
priced suite. Fonr pieces.

other Doris Dodson Jrs.front $1095

SMITH'S
E. Main St.

Phone 2442

designed by WOHL
Because you love to be proctic.ol. .ond
perfectly in fashion...you'll want now for Foil tlis
lovely suede or calf lacquelines that ore so
beautifully styled! That give you the precious
hand-crafted look, the newest fashion
details and such magic comfort! In Blocks, Browns,
Reds, Greens. There are no finer shoes of...

leie
It pro
We'll he

ga4

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
ley, Ind., is visiting Mr. and
Mrs. University of Indiana, BloomingW. L. Gransteff and family.
She ton, recently spent a week-end
was accompanied by Mrs.
Pearl with their mother, Mrs. Emery
istos Wanda Rose Wood, of Hunsuker, who has been visiting Dobbins, S. Seminary street, and
aunt Mrs. C. E. Gadd* and Mr.
Cobb, left last week for Bethel her. Mrs. Granstaff will return
Caddie, Washington street.
College, Hopkinsville, where she home with Mrs. Johnson today for
Mrs. A. J. Smith and little son
have gone to Paducah for a visit,
to enrolled for the coming year. a visit.
Miss Helen Brown, Lexington, enroute to their home in Gary,
Mr. and Mrs. Claude B. Wood
HumphR.
T.
Mrs.
and
spent
Mr.
last weekend with her par- Ind., after spending several days
snd
with her sister, Mrs. Melvin FraThursday in Evans- ents, Mr. and
last
spent
Mrs. E. R. Brown, lick,
ries
and family, Dawson Road.
West Main street.
ville.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Williams and
Miss Mary Elizabeth Mills, Enon, Jackie, spent Monday with glish instructor at Butler High
is parents. Mr. and Mrs. J. S. School, spent last week-end in
Williams, N. Seminary street. Mr. Paducah with her parents,
Mr.
PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
Williams was enroute from Port- and Mrs. Russell Mills.
Pa.,
Pittsburgh,
to
Ore.,
land,
Old Madisonville Road, Rev
Mr. and Mrs. Gracean M Pedley
where he will be employed.
were in Evansv:lle Tuesday night William E. Cunningham, pastor
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Charles P'Pool, son of Mr. and where they met his mother, Mrs.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
IT. C. ?Pool, Hopkinsville T. A. Pedley, Sr., and Mrs. It. M.
Young People's Service 6:00
Road, has recently been employed Pool, of Denver, Colo., who arrivp.m.
., 101 a construction company in ed there by train.
Evangelistic Service 7:30 p.m.
Erwin, Tenn.
Emery Dobbins, New York
Wednesday evening
prayer NEW PRINTING MACHINE: Dr. Vannevar Bush (left), president
Mrs. Paul Johnson, West White- City, and Joel Dobbins, student at
service 7:00 p.m.
of the Carnegie Institution of Washington, operates a new photograSaturday. Evangelistic service phic tyye composing machine at Cambridge,
Mass., which publishers
7:00 p.m.
and scientist predicted may revolutionize the are of printing. LookYouth Fellowship, 6 p.m.
ing on is Dr. Samuel H. Caldwell of Massachusetts Institute of Tech7:30 Evening Worship.
nology., who was associated with Dr. Bush in some of the research
Morning Worship, 11 a.m.
leading to the development of the machine. At right is the
electric
"brain" that justifies or makes even the lines of type. A photo darkCENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
How?
room is also part of the machine but is not shown.( AP Wirephoto)
Its Easy. You Name The Hopkins County
SUNDAY

Entertainment Center on Route 41 Just North of
Madisonville, Ky.

First Choice
Second Choice
Third Choice
Signed
ADDRESS
Contest Closes 12 p. m. Saturday, September 24.
Friday, October 7 In Person
TOMMY DORSEY
His Trombone And World Famous Orchestra
Dancing 9:30 'Till 1:30

ALL IT TAKES
IS JUST A CALL
FOR CASH TO HELP
GET SET FOR FALL

13S.EDerteca

'..5"...43-/-;“,:trt • .,
If you need extra money to put in your winter supply of fuel,
install storm windows, insulate your home or any other purpose, come in or phone for a friendly loon.
Just tell us how much you need and how you wish to repay.
Most loans completed the same day you apply.

xte &vs 20-?Ittmet4 Reiweptua P'ease
It provides you with lower payments on all types of loans.
Well help you arrange terms to fit your income.

W. MARKET ST.
Princeton, Ky.

PHONE 2881
JAMES T. DOLT, MGR.

9:45 o'clock, Sunday School
WEDNESDAY
7:30 o'clock, Midweek Service
8:15 o'clock, Choir Practice
OGDEN METHODIST
Dr. Summers Brinson, Pastor
Church School, 9:45 o'clock
Morning Worship, 10:45 o'clock
Methodist Youth Fellowship,
6 o'clock
Evening Worship, 7 o'clock
Wednesday Evening Service,
o'clock
FIRST BAPTIST
H. G. M. Hatter, Pastor.
9:45 a.m. Sunday School.
10:50 a.m. Morning Service
6:45 p.m. Training Union.
LEBANON BAPTIST
(Rev. Z. Cannon, pastor)
Services held every second
Saturday night at 7:30 o'clock
end Sunday morning at 11
3'clock.
ST. PAUL'S CATHOLIC,
PRINCETON
CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE CONCEPTION, EARLINGTON
First, third and fifth Sundays,
Mass at 8 o'clock.
Second and fourth Sundays,
Mass at 10 o'clock.
Holy Days, Mass at 7 o'clock.
OUTWOOD VETERAN'S HOSPITAL CHAPEL
First, third and fifth Sundays,
Mass at 10:30 o'clock.
Second and fourth Sundays,
Mass at 8 o'clock.

'Employ Physically
Handicapped Week'
FRANKFORT—(AP) — Gov.
Earle Clements issued a proclamation late Monday asking Kentuckians to observe "National
Employ The Physically Handicapped Week" Oct. 2-8. He pointed
out Congress has designated that
period to aid handicapped men
and women.
NEWSPAPER WEEK SET
Gov. Earle Clements has proclaimed Oct. 1-8, "national newspaper week in Kentucky." He set
Oct. 24 as "United Nations day
in Kentucky.

Homemakers News

State Refunds Gas Tax
To Kentucky Farmers

Page Seven
Leader Congratulates

of a daughter, September 9. She
has been named Betty Lou.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. -Richard Douglas
Green, Hanberry Apts., on the
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Hardin
birth of a son, Richard Leue, Jones, 604
Varmint Trace Road,
September 9.
on the birth of a daughter, Sep• • •
Mr. and Mrs. James Lawrence
Markham, 103 Baldwin Avenue,
on the birth of a son. He has
been named Runes Larry.
Mr. and M7s. aElbert Washington Oliver, Star Route 5, on the
birth of a son, Elbert Eugene,
September 9.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. William Durral
Clayton Mathis, 618 Madisonville
street, on the bath of a daughter,
Mildred Marie, September 2.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Ray Anderson, Highland Avenue, on the
birth of a daughter, Margaret
Jane, September 5.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs Carol Henderson,
Clarksville, Tenn., on the birth of
a daughter, Carolyn Kay, September 5. Mrs. Henderson is the
former Linda Futrell, of Princeton.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Willard
Henderson, Route 3, on the birth

Kentucky farmers got back
$645,343.56 in tax on gasoline used WHAT!YOUR GIRL
in farm operations in the fiscal FINALLY SAID
YES?
year ending June 30, 1949. This
rx
was announced this week by David K. Walker, Director of Division of Excises, Kentucky DepartYEP.. I PROMISED
ment of Revenue.
TO BUILD FIER A
The 1946 legislature passed the
HOUSE WITH CLEAN,
Kentucky Agricultural Refund
COMFORTABLE
Act which allows farmers to be
LENNOX HEAT
re-imbursed for tax paid on gasoline used exclusively in actual
farm operations.
As of February 1, 1949, all gasoline subject to refund was colored purple with a special "identifier dye" furnished to gasoline
NO WAIT
e
Call Is Fer
•
distributors by the Department
NO WORRY
of Revenue.
Prompt. We
NO REGRET
At the close of the fiscal year
L1111-11STANCE NOVIN5 ZEIVICE
of June 30, 1949, the Department
Ali•hts ler CLIPPER Von Ones, Inc. •
had 18,200 active refund permits
Arnold Ligon Truck Line
on record, an increase of 4,000
Contact
permits over last year.
JAMES D. MASHBURN
Refund gasoline cannot be used Phone 2016
Princeton, Ky.
in vehicles that operate on the
highways. In the ten months ending August 1, ten permits were
revoked for violation of the Department regulations covering the
use of refund agricultural gaso- Walker's Drugs & Jewelry
Dial 3211
Sept. 28, 1:30 p. m., Farmersville, Mrs. John R. Dowell, hostess.
Mrs. Herman Oliver was hosSept. 29, 1:30 p. m., Eddy Creek,
tess to Friendship Homemakers Mrs.
D. W. Satterfield, hostess.
Thursday, Sept. 15.
The devotional and thought fof
Territories and possessions of
the month was given by Mrs.
the United States cover 597,236
Shell White. Old and new busisquare miles.
ness was also transacted.
The hostess, assisted by Mrs.
Willie Wyatt, served refreshments
to Mesdames Floyd Hunter,
Davis, Deamon Morris, Wilburn
Crowe, Charles Lewis, Charles
Skees, Harvey Crowe; Harold
It's Our Anniversary
Smith and Leon Cummins; Misses
—and we want our
Wilma Vandiver and Maxine Garclients to know how
A 'Wonderful Buy. .
rigan, Sue Crowe, Brenda Cummuch we appreciate
At
A Wonderful Price!
mins, Judy Ann Lewis and MOthe contidence they
yin Skees.
Durable Ramolite sole, leather insole and
have placed in us. We
The October meeting will be
stitchdown construction throughout. Inset
pledge to continue to
held at the home of Mrs. Wilburn
vamp has pinked edges. Styled to take lots
Crowe.
earn their trust in the
1
2-3. Visit
of hard wear! Brown; sizes 12/
years ahead.
and get
our shoe department early
yours at 9this low price! Children's sizes
Homemakers Schedule
8, 2-12 also available.
Sept. 23, 2:30 p. m., HopkinsBuy Now and Save!
ville Road, Mrs. Harry Johnson,
Wonderful range of
hostess.
COMPLETE INSULAMCE SEc
styles and sizes ....
Sept. 27, 2:00 p. m., Cobb, Mrs.
all low priced!
0. M. Bryant, hostess.
Fredonia Valley Homemakers
Club met with Mrs. Rubel Akridge September 13 with 21 persons
persent. Mrs. Floyd Jones, president, called the meeting to order.
Each member answered the roll
call by giving her idea of an
ideal home.
The major project was "Style
Trend," given by Mrs. Walton
Woodall, assisted by Miss Maxine
Garrigan, assistant home demonstration agent. Many interesting
ideas were given as to how to be
smartly dressed, such as well
chosen accessories and bright
colored scarfs used in clever ways
to add color to basic suits and
dresses.
The minor project, "Good
Grooming," was discussed by Miss
Wilma Vandiver. in the absence
of one of the members. Present
were Mesdames Floyd Jones, Akridge, Walton Woodall, J. H.
Thomas, Cecil Brasher, J. J.
Rogers, Charles Baker, Charles
Wilson, Virgil Coleman, Arlie
Vinson, Sarah Conway, Neil Hanely, Herman Brenda and W. W.
Gillahan.
Visitors were Mesdames Akridge, Andy Eldridge, Ed Phelps, W.
C. McMahean, Ruben Rhea and
Misses Vandiver and Garrigan.

Agriculture in the United
States is estimated to provide a
livelihood for more than 30,000,000 people.
•

MANY FIRES start just as innocently
as this and, before they're through,
a home owner has lost not only his
bacon but thousands of dollars.
Be careful in your housekeeping.

Prescriptions A
Specialty

WALK and RELAX in wonderful
Star Brand SHOES

Misses
OXFORDS
$4.49
Elk leather:
sturdy composition rubber heel.
Wine; 12,2-3.

BOY'S
OXFORDS
$5.49
OXFORDS FOR MEN
Sizes 6-11
Brown Sude Felt Leather
Sole, Rubber Heel type....
sturdy built to wear longer.

We Cordially Invite You To SEE YOURSELF In the
New Rich, Fall Colors In Suits From Our

Army Russet
Military Type
Strap. 12! 2-3.

MEN'S LOAFER
OXFORDS
$6.88
Elk Leather
Casual style! Leather lined
counter, unlined vamp,composition sole, leather heel.
6-11.
Brown

OXFORDS
FOR BOYS
$5.90
Blucher mocvamp style.
Strong
brown
elk; 2N 6

MARVELOUS FABRICS, DISTINCTIVE STYLING
EVERY STYLE AND TAILORWORK THAT MAKES
MASTERPIECE.
MART SUIT A CREATIVE

Largest Selections,
Considerate Prices!
Top off your Fall wardrobe
wills a flattering hat. See
new pastel colors —new
crown styles. Come M
today!

Boy's Moc
Vamp Style
$4.98
Wine Blucher
OXFORDS
$4.98
Fine Felt Red
Rubber Lug Sole
and Heel Sizes
Sizes; 25.6-6

WOMEN'S
ELK OXFORDS
$3.98
Sizes 31/2- 9
Comfortable
moc vamp
sport style. Sturdy leather
sole. 6,8-heel. Brown.

Elk leather ....
leather
insole,
Kafsted lining.
Brown; 10-13.

Polly-Parrot
OXFORDS
$3.98
Toddler's solid
leather. Sizes
54-11

THE PRINCETON I FADER, PRINCETON KENTUCKY
OP..*

Sweet Corn Bought
Over Field Variety
Sweet corn won out three to
one over tick' corn in Louisville
this summer when housewives
were interviewed at markets and
grocery stores as to which they
Lexington — Dr. H. L Done- preferred. Of 1,800 people
quesvan, president of the University tioned, 75 per cent liked the sweet
of Kentucky, at a press-radio din- corn better and "are still begner last Tuesday, Sept. 20, out- ging for more of that good yellow corn," according to H. C.
lined the University's proposed
Brown, Jefferson county asiobudget for 1950-52.
elate county agent. Reasons givThe University will ask the en for their preferences were
that
General Assembly which convenes it was sweeter, more
tender and
In January for an appropriation had more flavor.
The survey was
of $6,127,300 for 1950-51 and for made in coopera
tion with the
$8,352,300 for the following fiscal markets department
of the Colyear, President Donovan announc- lege of Agriculture
and Home
ed. Terming the proposed budget Economies, Univers
ity of Kena realistic one, he pointed out tucky.
that if the Kentucky legislature
approves the request U. K. still of 3,807 in 1939. The new budget
will be receiving less money than is designed to meet increased dewas appitopriated the past year by mands, and includes funds for
any of the bordering states for needed buildings as well as for
operating expenses.
their universities.
Additional living facilities are
The University of Kentucky's
enrollment reached an all time urgently needed to take care of
high last fall when 7,929 students the greatly increased enrollment,
registered, Dr. Donovan reported, Dr. Donovan said. A girls' resias compared with the prewar peak dence hall, a men's residence hall,
and a central dining room and
kitchen will•be built if the University's request for capital outlay is approved. Half of the dormitory building costs will be
paid from rents. Beyond dormifor
tpry requirements, the most urgent needs of the University are
• GOOD QUALITY
a science building, pharmaia
building, journalism building, anti
• GOOD WORKMANSHIP
an addition to the University Li°GOOD VALUE
brary, according to President
Donovan.
• IN GOOD TASTE
"Kentucky is striving to become
a better state," Dr. Donovan told
the newspaper and radio men. "It
is making great progress in this
direction. But Kentucky cannot
be a greater state without a greatHARVARD'S NEW TEN-TON BRAIN: Harvard's h.ich
er state university."
Phone 3284
new ten-ton mechanical brain, known as Mark
Princeton, Ky.
ill, is now in action and puts human gray matter
to ,hame. It can multiply two 18 dleit numbers 1,000
times as fast as the human brain. Too photo
Try a Leader Classified Ad!
shows a general view of the huge methemetical genius.
At
right are typewriters'for recording the answers to problem
s presented to Mark III. Bottem nhoto shows
apeiator at "coding box" which translates mathere
ttical equatiens of a problem info "isineuage" that
the machine can use.( AP Wirephotc)

MEMORIALS

Henry & Henry

BE WISE
BUY A HOME FIRST
Every Dollar You Put Into A Home Is

Money Saved

Whether A Farm Or City Or Town
Home.
SEE OUR LIST AT OUR OFFICE OR
CALL 2441

C. A. WOODALL INSURANCE AND
REAL ESTATE AGENCY

you and your

ORINTZESS

fur-trimmed coat
are always in the
...fashion circle
All eyes wilbfollow you
when you wear your new
Printzess fur-trimmed coat.
The soft, luxurious fur is
so elegant, the exquisite
tailoring so flattering. And
because it's another of
Printzess' famous
far-sighted fashions, it will be
your wardrobe favorite
for many happy seasons
to follow. At our store
Only. Sizes 10-44; 10/
1
2-24/
1
2
.

Your Child Needs
To Have Good Eyes

Scientists Discover
Town Ruins In Lagoon

ROME—(AP)—Scientists have
discovered the rains of a Roman
By David Taylor Marke
town in a lagoon on the North
Your child's eyes are one of
Adriatic Sea. A group headed by
his most vital possessiona says Mario Fontani, an authori
ty on
Dr. John B. O'Shea, president of Roman and early medieval arthe American Optometric Asso- cheology, may have found the
ciation, although 29 states have ruins of a legendarY town, reno laws requiring any school vis- portedly sunk in the lagoon shalion tests. Most of the tests given low waters, during the first cenin the states are too old-fashion- turies of our era.
ed to have any real value. Says
When the Huns headed by King
he:
Attila swept across the Alps to
"Most of a child's seeing for the Italian plains, the population
school is done within arm's of the towns of Aquileia and Biblength. Yet most of the visual ione fled for their lives. Attlia
screening tests consist of reading destroyed Aquileia and maybe alletters on a chart at a distance of so Bibione. The inhabitants of the
twenty feet. This may reveal lit- two towns had fled. Part went to
tle or nothing of the child's abili- Grad° in the lagoon north of Trity to read or perform other near- este and the remainder fled by
point tasks. Furthermore, vision boat. They were blown by heavy
north-eastern Adriatic winds to
the site on which Venice was
founded.
Of the old town of Bibione only
the legend remained. After weeks
of searching the bottom of the
canals of the lagoon in front of
the little town of Marano, Fontani, wearing a light diving suit,
discovered a wide stone bank
is made up of several skills which
cannot be tested by reading letters on a chart."
Dr. O'Shea asks: "What is the
child's speed of preception? Can
he grasp a whole word or several
words at a glance, or does he
have to pore for several seconds
over a syllable to identify it? Do
his eyes work well together, like
a good team of horses? Does he
have proper depth perception so
that he can judge space and distance relationships? Can
he '
change his focus quickly and easily from near to far and from
far to near? These are among the
most important points revealed
by a screening test that really i
evaluates a child's seeing ability."
Such a test would take but a
few minutes, says Dr. O'Shea,
and such a routine would point
out nearly all of the pupils who
are in need of professional care
of their vision.
"Unless school children receive
better visual care than they are
now betting, six out of ten who'd
enter school this fall will develop visual handicaps before
they finish the eighth grade, he
says.
Now is the time, says Dr.
O'Shea, when junior is back at
school, for parents and teacher.
to improve the visual welfare o
American youth.

STOMACH SUFFERERS

The Exclusive Ladies' Star,

Hopkinsville

GET AMAZING RELIEF
The HARVEY STOMACH
TREATMENT goes further
than most stomach treatments
on the market today. It is made
up of four different medicines.
One of the main ingredients is
belladonna.
We guarantee this wonderful
meditine to relieve ulcer pains,
and that acid, gassy, belchy,
nervous and lack of pep feeling. Compare its price with
other stomach preparations.
Start this treatment today --there is no need to suffer. Ask
your druggist for Harvey Tablate.. SOLD ONLY AT
WOOD DRUG STORE
PRINCETON, KY.

The burbot, a fish in northern
U. S. waters which has been regarded as a pest because it eats
game fish, have been found to
yield a liver oil richer than that
from cod fish.

By Dorothy It
Grandma's flannelette niebt
gown has come a long way sine"
the horse-and•buggy days,
• Thep Granny used to buy hei
cotton flanned by the gard and
etitch up a couple of good, strong,
long-sleeved gowns to see her
through the winter. Usually the
flannelette was white, pink or
blue, and for a fancy touch Granny could trim it in feather-stitching or ruffled eyelet embroidery.
Then came the flapper era,
when nothing less sophisticated
than pink or black chiffon was
considered sufficiently frivolous
,for a modish girl's nightw'ear.
But with World War
Abe
pendulum swung back, and today no college girl's .wardrobe is
complete without a rep flannelette nightgown or pajamas, and
some skirts, shirts or dresses made
of the new and handsome dark
printed Cotton flannel.
This year, our spies tell us,
cotton flannel is going to be the
icoed's choice for campus and
classroom clothes. She'll wear
cotton flannel shirts of fireman
red or dark prints with her jeans.
She'll have skirts made of the
same unpretentious fabric. And
if she's handy with a needle
she'll stitch up a couple of dresses of the darker figured flannel%sites in checkt or sttipes or
small all-over prints.
The reason for this is simple
and practical — all these things
may be tossed in the washing
machine and come up smiling.
Especially for college wear,
Bates has designed a series of
"sun country" cotton flannels
this season handsome enough for
wear on the most exclusive campus. Colors are bright red, dark
blue, brown and other dark tones,
with small Printed checks or figures in black.
Also available for smart girls
to sew at home is cotton pin-wale
corduroy, wonderful for slacks,
raincoats, skirts and such. ,
All are sturdy, washable, inexpensive and right for college
life.

Olivia de Havilland

PLUS!
PASSING PARADE
MOVIETONE NEWS

SATURDAY,SEPT.24

S/114961/14.
THRILLS!

LAUGHS!

The Saga of
"The El Paso Kid"

New Bumstead
Adventures'

MAN FROM
TEXAS

BLONDIE'S
SECRET

With
JAMES CRAIG
LYNN SARI
Johnny Johnson

with a monumertal stairway desA hen with ears which have
cending into a greater depth. It white lobes will
lay white eggs;
may have been the basement of if the ears have
brown lobes she
a Roman temple, Fontani said.
will lay brown eggs.

With
ARTHUR LAKE
PENNY SINGLETON
and DAISY

PLUS!... CHAPTER 5

"BATMAN AND ROBIN"

SUN & MON.SEPT. 25-26

GARLAND • JOHNSON

Prescriptions
cee,r4 TECH NICotogi

Phone 2075

Plus These Interesting Short Features!

WOOD DRUG STORE

"Scholastic England" - Travel In Color
PARAMOUNT WORLD NEWS!

TUES. & WED., SEPT. 27-28

AS DISPLAYED AT THE

Even their love was a double
The screen screams with siole'i, ..
and excitement in—

STATE FAIR!

"CRISS CROSS"

EITHER CEMENT COLORED OR RED
RU-CO-BRIX AND RU-CO-BLOX
ARE AVAILABLE AT RUBY'S IN
MADISON VILLE OR PROVIDENCE.

I

9111RI LANCASTER
YVONNE de CARLO
DAN DURYEA

Plus These Short Units!
FEATURETTE—"PIE IN TIIE EYE"
SANTA CLAUS LANE
POPEYE CARTOONS

THUS. & FRI., SEPT. 29-30
"NO MAN
TAKES
WHAT'S
MINE!"
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0 You Want Your A&P

Put Out Of Business?
Last Thursday in New

York,the anti-trust lawyers fr

om Washington filed a suit to
put A&P out of business.
They asked the court to
order us to get rid of most of
our stores and also the
which supply you with A&
manufacturing facilities
P coffee, Ann Page products,
Jane Parker baked goods,
items we produce.
and other quality
This would mean higher
food prices for you. It would
mean less food on every
dollars in every pay envelo
dinner table and fewer
pe.
It would mean the end of
A&P as you know it.
This poses a basic question
for the American people: Do
they want to continue to en
better living? Or do they want
joy lower prices and
to break up A&P and pay hig
her prices, and have lower
living standards?
What do you want?

Why Destroy A&P?
This suit was brought under
the anti-trust laws. These are goo
d laws. They were
.passed about fifty years ago
to prevent any company, or any gro
up of companies,
from getting a monopoly in
a field and then raising prices to
the
public.
A&P has never done any of
these things.
Nobody has ever shown that
we have anything even approach
ing a monopoly
of the food business anywhere.
As every housewife knows, the
retail grocery
business is the most competitive
in the country and we do only a
small part of it.
Nobody has ever said we char
ged too high prices — just the
opposite. This
whole attack rises out of the fact
that we sell good food too chea
p. We would
not have had any of this trouble
if, instead of lowering prices, we
had raised
them and pocketed the differen
ce.
Nobody has ever said that our
profit rate was too high. During
the past five
years our net profit, after taxes,
has averaged about 1 /
1 3c on every dollar of
sales, which is less than almost any
other business you can think of.

The American people have shown that
they like our low-price policy by com
ing
to our stores to do their shopping. If
A&P is big, it is because the American
people, by their patronage, have mad
e it big.
Obviously, it is the theory of the anti
-trust lawyers that the people have no
right
to patronize a company, if their patronag
e will make that company grow; and
that any big business must be destroye
d simply because it is big, and even if the
public gets hurt in the process.

Do You Want Higher Prices?
There is much more involved in this case
than the future of A&P. The enti
re
American system of efficient, low-cost, low-p
rofit distribution which we pioneere
d,
will face destruction and the public will suff
er.
A&P was the first chain store in this country.
For more than ninety years we
have
tried to build a sound business on the simple
formula the founder gave us:
"Give the people the most good food you can
for their money." Year after year
we have tried to do a better job, make our busi
ness more efficient, and pass
the
savings on to the consumer in the form of low
er prices.
Our efforts along these lines have led other groc
ers to keep their costs and
profits down.
In the old days before A&P, food that cost the
grocer 500, often sold as high
as $1.00 at retail.
Today, food that costs the grocer 500 generally sell
s to the public at less than 600
.
The methods we pioneered have been adopted not
only by other grocers, but
by merchants in other lines. There are today literally
hundreds of chain stores,
voluntary groups and individual merchants oper
ating with the same method
s
and in the same pattern here under attack.
If the anti-trust lawyers succeed in destroying A&P, the
way will be clear for
the destruction of every other efficient large-scale dist
ributor.

THE GREAT ATLANTIC &

ew,

Who Will Be Hurt?
There has never been any
question in our mind that
it is good business and
good citizenship to sell
good food as cheaply as
possible. As Fortune Magazi
said about A&P some time
ne
ago, -It is firmly attached to
the one great principle —
the selling of more for
less — that has made the
desert bloom and the nati
Wax great.on
We sincerely believe that
we have helped the Amer
ican people eat better and
live better.
We believe that the hund
reds of thousands of farm
ers and manufacturers
have voluntarily sought our
who
business have profited by
our fast, low-cost distribu
tion of their products.
We know that our 110,000
loyal employees enjoy toda
y, as they always have,
the highest wages, shortest
hours and best working cond
itions generally prevailing in the retail food indu
stry; and that these men
and women have found
A&P good opportunities for
in
security and progress.
We know that thousand
s of businessmen — the
landlords who rent us our
stores, the haulers who oper
ate our trucks, the people
who supply us with goods
and services — have a big
stake in our operations.

Obviously, all these people will

suffer if this company is put

out of business.

What Shall We Do?
We admit that the interests of the owners
of A&P are of little importance.
Frankly, they could make an enormous amo
unt of money by breaking up A&P
,
as the anti-trust lawyers wish, and selling
off the parts.
But is this what the American people
want) Do they agree with the anti
-trust
lawyers that our food prices are too
low, and that we should be put
out of the_
picture so other grocers can charge mor
e?
Frankly, if this were the case, we wou
ld not want to continue in
business.
But we seriously doubt that this
is the case. Twelve years ago,
an effort was
ma& to tax this company and
other chain stores out of business
. The public
rallied to our support. They said the
y liked our quality foods and our
low prices.
As a result of their opposition, the tax
was defeated.
Now we are faced with this new atta
ck through the courts. We are
faced with
the heavy costs and all the trouble that
lawsuits involve.
But we believe this attack is a threat
to millions of consumers who
rely on us
for quality foods at low prices; to farmer
s who rely on us for fast, lowcost distribution of their products; and to our
loyal employees.
We feel that it is our responsibili
ty to all these people to defe
nd, by every
legitimate means, this company and
the low-price policy on which it
was built.

PACIFIC TEA COMPANY

If
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farmers were trained in staking
Early Spanish 'settlers in Amer- I pigs, burros and
cats to
out and consti mains farm leaer,
1its brought the first sheep, goats, ern _H_e_intsphere.
voirs in 33 counties.
(By 'Mrs. T. A. Ladd)
Leader-training meetings were Mrs. John F. Erwin
FOR SALE: Eleven-room brick!WATCH MAKIN(;: All makes
conducted in 20 counties in EastIf all signs point right, there's
Funeral serve 4 for Mrs, John
house; close-in, three private
and models. Clocks, Jewelry
ern Kentucky on farm drainage, F. Erwin, who died at her home
bath rooms, two garages, sevrepaired. All work guaranteed. going to be some brighter winand surveys for tile drainage
eral out-houses. Will sell reasChas. "Pete" Russell, certified dows at night out this road. Poles
Lewistown community Friwere made by extension engi- in the
onably. 215 N. Seminary St.
watchmaker.
IL C. Russell, have been placed all the way from
Reporting on modern farm en- neers and county agents on 47 day after an eight months' illness
12-1tp
Hi. there? I'm Purina Mike
tfc town to the old school house, and
Prop.
gineering, the annual report of farms. A total of 4,159 farmers, of a heart ailment, were conductI'm a healthy, thrifty pig
the extension director of the Col- county agents, soil conservation ed at Morgan's Funeral Hume AUTO GLASS; Sheet galshy's'FOR SALE: 1038 Buick special, we hope 'the K. U. will soon put
and
I'm going to be
glass cut and installed in all
lege of Agriculture and Home technicians and instructors in vo- Sunday at 2 p. in. by the Rev.
fattened to
$350; radio, heat- the wires on them and turn on
sedan.
4-door
market weight right
cars. Williams Texaco Service
Economics, University of Ken- cational agriculture were given Geerge Filer, pastor of the First
here
er, practically new motor; all the juice. We all will be very
the Purina store Won't in
Station, Corner Plum & main.
tucky, says water management, training in all phases of conserva- Christian Church.
MACessories. Contact Princeton happy when that happens.
take
long
either,
Phone 567.
Born in Caldwell County July
when combined with the right tion work and 9,100 were trained
'cause
tfe
Revival services are in proI'm get.
Leader Office or Call 2310.
group
ting
demonstrat
Purina
In
ions.
10,
1881,
Mrs.
Erwin had lived
Hog Chow and
Soil, crop and forestry practices,
12-1tc. gress at Lebanon Church, with
As a result, 10,881 farmers here all her life. For the last 15 FOR SALE: 45 acres, new 4-room
grain. They're
produces a complete soil improvethe Rev. G. R. Pendergraph as
keeping
house;
two
wells,
wire
fenced;
practiced
contour
cultivation dur- years, she had resided in the Lewrecords of my cost of
PIANOS: Both new and used. helper. We are all praying for the
ment program.
3 miles put on Dawson Road.
gain,
PIANO CO., 409 S. Main, used-to-be, old-fashioned revival.
so you can check up on
DYE
During the past year, special- ing the year, 1,403 built terraces, istown community. She married
Kelley C. Morse Real Estate
ma
'Hopkinsville, Ky.
ists of the college carried on wat- 2,665 made drainage improve- John F. Erwin September 22,
any time I'll bet you'll
Everybody
511p
invited.
is
Morning
Agency.
be
12-1tp.
er-managerment work in 79 coun- ments, 7,510 controlled gully eros- 1898, who survives her. Other
surprised at the lust,
worship is held at 10:45 a. m. and
low.
ties. At meetings and demonstra- ion, 1,451 clearea land of brush survivors are a daughter, Mrs. FOR ELECTRICAL Appliances FOR SALE: Electric heater. See evening worship, at 7:30 p. m.
cost gains I make on
the
Mrs Lelia Prichard, 607 Washtions in 65 counties, 2,282 farm- and trees for pasture improve- King Satterfield, Princeton, and
and Electrical Supplies, visit
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Ladd and
Purina Plan Come in
street.
next
-Hp
ington
12
ment,
and
9,570
farm
reservoirs
a
son,
Hewlett Erwin, Louisville.
ers were taught the principles of
Stalling and Kennedy Electric
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Perry had
time you're in town
good land use and how to estab- were built or enlarged by custom Three grandchildren, Mrs. T. C.
Service, 124 E. Main St., Phone FOR expert paint and body re- supper with Mr. and Mrs. Tilford
Pryor, Princeton, and John H.
lish guide rows for contour cul- operators.
3180 or 2389. Work guaranteed.
pairs, see Randolph Motors. Ladd Saturday night.
Agents
County
in 86 counties and Julia Lynn Erwin, of Louistivation. Custom operators and
Mr.'Cobb .Scott has been very
tfc
Ford Sales and Service., ltc
reported some 600 custom opera- ville, also survive.
ill at his home here, but Is reFOR
SALE:
100 small cattle, FOR SALE: Nice dwelling. Im- covering.
tors cooperated in carrying out
Pallbearers were Hyland Mitweighing from 200 to 400
water management practices.
mediate
possession.
chell, Bob Stevens, Ed Cook, HuPrice
Mr. and Mrs. Vergil Phelps and
pounds. Also orders taken for
$3,300. Cummiris Real Estate family have been attending the
bert Stallin.s, Walter Glass and
Phone 2071
Other cattle A. E. Booth, Oak
The United States devotes 1,- Clyde Clayton.
Telephone 3555.
12-1tc revival services at Cedar Bluff
Walker's Drugs & Jewelry 141,615,000 acres of its land to Mrs. W. 0. Towery was
Grove, Ky. Phone Edgoten
Church.
in
2750.
Dial 3211
farming.
12-3tc. FOR SALE-For clean, used cars
charge of the music.
Little Jeff Rodman spent the
and trucks, see Randolph
Burial Was in Cedar Hill Ceme- FOR SALE; Outboard Motors for
Motors. Ford Sales and Serv- day with his great-grandparents,
tery.
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Ladd.
Cruiser control, shift to Scottice.
5-lie
Mr. and Mrs. T. A. Ladd and
Atwater. Warm up in neutral
Michael spent Sunday fishing at
shift to reverse and forward. 4
James H. Barnett
NOTICE
Eddyville. No luck.
h. p. 5 h. p. and 71
/
2 h. p. with
THIS QUALITY
Funeral services for James
Pleasant Grove Church ComMr. and Mrs. M. C. Cartwright
shift. Williams Texaco Servipe
Hare)
, Barnett, uncle of Hillary
mittee will receive sealed bids
and Mr. and Mrs. Vernen Taylor
StationPlum and Main St.
and Vergie Barnett, were confor .the sale of the old Pleasant
called on Mr. and Mrs. Clay Scott
tfc Grove Church building.
ducted Wednesday at Sikeston, Phone 2445.
Sunday.
Mo. Mr. Barnett died at his home WILL CARE for small children
All
bids
must be in the hands
in
Mrs. June Rodman and childin Julesburg, Colo., September 11.
my home by day or by the of the Committee by Oct. 15.
ren, Lou Ann and Jeff, are spendBorn October 17, 1868, in
The Committee reserves the
hour. If interested, please call
ing this week with bier parents
Princeton, Mr. Barnett married
for Mrs. Satterfield, phone right to reject any and all bids. and
attending the revival at LebMiss Bobbie Davis, of this county,
MERL
3142.
KELLER,
12-1tp.
anon.
in 1892. They moved to Sikeston,
Cobb Route 1, Ky.
Mr. and Mrs. Euel French and
Mo., in 1904, where he was in the PIANO TUNING and RepairsMember of Church Committee
daughter, Patsy Robinson, at'The richest home is poor withlumber manufacturing business
'11-3tp tended the State
Fair in Louisout misic." New and recondifor many years.
ville last weekend.
tioned pianos $50 up. See or
Survivors are his wife; a
Live
Mrs. Howard Pickering called
Stock Market
write Homer Randolph, Cadiz,
daughter, Mrs. Dess Bloomfield,
Price of cattie closed $100 low- at the home of Cobb Scott
Ky.
yesterSikeston, Mo.; two sons, Richard
8-4tp er On the
livestock market with day.
Barnett, Julesburg, Colo., and ArSALESMAN WANTED: perfer a veal remaining about steady. The
Mr. and Mrs. Hershel Phelps
chie D. Barnett, Denver, Colo.;
man with high school educalion *price of hogs dipped s1ight1:-. must have had a lot
of company
and a sister, Mrs. Percy George,
and good personality and repu- Total number of head auctioned Sunday. There were several
cars
Princeton.
tation, between ages of 26-45. at the market pumped 145 over parked in their yard.
MULEHIDE CORDUROY SHINGLES
Burial was in Sikeston.
$7.50 per sq.
Hodge Motor Sales, West Main the previous week.
Well, 1 don't pretend to be sa
MULEHIDE ROOF COATING, 5 gal. lots
Mrs. Lola Barnett, Miss Vergie
75c per gal.
Total
St., Phone 2093.
Head
1366
good a news writer as Mrs. W. M.
12-Itc.
CASEIN PAINT
Barnett and Mr. Hillary Barnett
2.79 per gal.
Good Quality Fat Steers, $22-$24 Cartwright, but as
ASPHALT
TILE,
9x9
she
blocks,
has
each
reICE CREAM And Pie Supper- Medium
attended the funeral.
Se up
Quality Butchers
turned to her home in Louisville,
WALLPAPER, per Dingle roll
Friday night, Sept 3, at Belle12Sae up
Cattle $16-$20.
I'll try to fill her place until she
STANDAR
D
ROCK WOOL BATTS, per foot
buckle School.
Car
12-Itc Grass Fat Steers, $19-$22.
comes back again.
Mrs. Martha S. Boren
Grain
or
Grass
Steers,
$22-$24
Mrs. Martha S. Boren
died SOLDIER Desires daily ride to
160-195, $19.00.
Monday, Sept. 12, at the home of
Camp Compbell. Please see Baby Beeves, $20-$24.
If phone No. 3490 will
Roughs, 350 lb. and under, $17.30.
Fat Cows, $14-$16.
her daughter, Mrs. Lanis CunJack Rodman, 207 Green St.
gall this office by SatRoughs,
355-450,
$16.50.
Canners and Cutters, $9-$14.
ningham, Cadiz street, after a
12-ltp. Bulls,
Roughs, 455 and Up, $16.00.
$13-$17.
long illness,
urday noon they will
Born January 19, 1863, near FOR SALE: Charter oak white Stock Cattle, $15-$22.
receive 1 qt. of WarIcebergs are never seen in the
enamel coal and wood range; Feeder Cattle, $16-$23.
Marion, in Crittenden county,
Arctic
large
ren's 4-hr. Enamel.
Ocean
circulating
Milk
Cows,
because
per
coal
there
Head,
$64-$121.
heater;
are
Mrs. Boren was the former Margood condition. Call 2765. 12-1tp Best Spring Lambs, $22.50.
few glalara Skeeurld it large and
tha Susan Satterfield. She moved
active enough to produce bergs.
VEALS
SPECIAL
to Trigg county in infancy.
FOR SALE: Moore heater. Large
In 1807, John Colter discovered
Fancy Veals, $28.50.
UTILITY SHEATING, per hundred board feet ...$4.51
In 1880, she married John Samsize, suitable for large room or
what
is
now
No. 1 Veals, $28.00.
Yellowstone National
val Boren, who preceded her in house-A-1
This dry and dressed lumber in pine and hardwoods
condition. Priced to No. 2 Veals, $25.20.
Park while he was fleeing from
death in 1917. Eleven children
sell. See Saul Pogrotsky at Throwouts, $20.75.
Indians.
were born, of which six preceded
Finkel's Fair Store.
The name "crow's nest" for the
12-1tc. HOGS
her in death. She was the last of
Check every one of these features:
little platform on the mast
200-230, $20.00.
eight children.
of a
Haydon, Twyman, Jimmie and 235-280, $19.50
ship is believed to derive from
Funeral services were conduct- Amos
the
L loth of stool to lost o lifetime
Wilson
fact
that
Boren.
Vikings
285-350..
$18.50
actually cared at Tuggleville Christian
I- Om-glow wid-rosistiop porcolois-iimainol hip
Burial was in the church ceme- 355 end Up, $18.00
ried crows in that position.
Church, Trigg County, WednesWhen
1 Fenellati leck-splosti
tery.
they were lost they would
120-155, $.19.00.
hograssoid soap rotoisor
day afternoon at 2:30 by the Rev.
release
a
crow
and
follow it when it flew
Ildrid,ss-hp drotoboords
George Filer. Mrs. Boren had 111111.1111111.111111111tIMININM111114nntilennsammoullemmileallinnaltMinntrIONOMPRM“...19,1001.moitimulentela.
toward the nearest land.
ik Sorkaalaa Resin-fosse witli wets! beadles
been a member of the Christian
7. Ite, deep, oosplash bowl
church the last 53 years, and had
L Cnimlb-cap stroloor, easy to claw
made her home in Princeton the
11. Nide arioniol cabbie Asia, testae mad oat
last 25 years.
▪. 11madar-sablaat
so 11110 re ft.)
It Am frawarapi.g doors, lawlesd wed tewpd-ilosibmwel
Survivors are two daughters,
IS. Catailital Mies u.d positivo-ochap hope& catch*,
Mrs. Carlisle Cunningham, CaldIS. Tow dieersw,wills, does aid madam (ono portithisod for cutlery).
well County and Mrs. Lanis Cunawns &whim tiresehwe
ningham, of Princeton six sons,
IS. brawn sees analk dstIy wa brass mem (so stkIdas)
Arthur E. Boren, Russellville,
U. blessed Ise awl We one for waddles sass
Amos W. and Lewis T.1, both of
Princton, eighteen grandchildren;
•
and twenty great-grandchildren.
As
Flower girls were grand daugh411,0tettlitat/A767dedZel
1155151
DOWN
ters: Mrs. Chester Sisk, Mrs.
SALAD DRESSING, Table Garden
CHERRIES, South Haven. red
As .........
mos,wis.
Henry Ellis, Mrs. Amos W.
sea
quart jar
$1,SQ
A WO'
end
sour pitted, 19-oz. can
)5(
39(
Boren, Ji., W. R. Crisp, Mrs. Ersfalias )40mi
542.95
DRIED APRICOTS, Saratoga, med.
LOVING CUP TEA
- Deg.
nest Cunningham and Mrs. Sid11-oz. pkg.
V.-Lb. pkg.
26(
ney Ledford, Jr.
'--Nrc: Full Size
29(
Pallbearers were grandsons:
SEEDLES
S
PRUNES,
RAISINS,
DRIED
med.
§unsweet,
Del
Monte
VA::ERN FLYER $
71
Princeton, Kentucky
Lanis C. and Ernest Cunningham,
15-oz. pkg.
16-oz. pkg.
Outing Sale Only
151
4
Lifetime frame, Hmous-name coaster
CRUSHED PINEAPPLES, Silver
TOMATO CATSUP, Naas
brake. Davit.DeLuxe balloon tires! All
feaRiver, 20-oz. can
2 for 45(
the famous western Flyer long-lifeMN&
14-oz.
botttle
1 21(
it
tures. now yours for less! Hurryl
PEAS, Miss Wisconsin, ex. strand
PEANUT BUTTER, Gold Craft
3 sieve, 19-oz. can
1112(
32-oz. jar
55(
PUMPKINS. Autum Harvest
PEACHES, Remarkable, sliced
3 large 30-oz. cans
25(
29-oz. can
22/(

Much Work Done
To Check Water
And Save Soil

Deaths & Funerals

Classified Ads

Sandlick Road

CPAAJui, Advi.,

Princeton Mills

"Jubilee" ,
TABLEWARE

CAN BEAT

ATANYPRICE

THIS IS OUR POLICY
, AAID P12/DE - --,
[
°OUR PATRONS MUST
BE SAT/SF/ED/1,
‘,

RED FRONT OFFERS

APPLES, Grimes Golden U. S. NO. 1. The finest
you have ever seen
Bushel $1.95

Why
Pay

4W'

CORN, Smart Shopper, White, Cr.
Style, 20-oz. can 10c
3
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE, Heart of

Elsewhere?
‘•Ltst
price
asked for
comparable
batteries

Guaranteed 12 Months

WIZARD "80" BATTERY

$9 95

and your old
Reg. t $11.95
•Battery
During Sale Only..
Your best battery buy in the lowpriced field! Quality built for wear.
Fits popular cars 581614
Equipment-Type Wizard Deluxe
Guaranteed 2 years! For most
popular oars, 251837. Put 1514
Your old battery and

A Proohoro of Control Moor.

for 25(

Florida, 19-oz. can
PENCIL TABLETS, Blue Horse
Composition,
3
PORK & BEANS, Scott County
2 large No. 21,12 cans
HI HO CRACKERS, Sunshine
1-1b. pkg.
TOMATOES, May Day
19-oz. can
NEW COBBLER POTATOES
as fine as you ever saw 100-lb. bag

10f

$29

VEGETABLE SOUP, Big Boy
25-oz. can

15(

BLENDED JUICE, Heart of Florid.%
19-oz. can

IOC

APPLE SAUCE, White House
19-oz. can

15(

KR1SPY CRACKERS, Sunshine
1-1b. pkg.

25(

TOILET SOAP, Wrisley, 10 am&
bars, plastic bag.

59(

PEACHES, Buries yellow, cling
halves, heavy syrup 29-oz. can
CIGARETTES, Popular Brands
Carton, Ky. (tax. inc)

Fresh Fruits and Vegetables

35

YELLOW ONIONS

OYSTERS,Standards
Pint

SEE OUR

Distinguished by a Beauty All Its Own!
There's an unmistakable stamp of distinction about the new
Pontiac. Its • beauty from the front and from the rear!
Wherevre you see its "Silver Streak- styling-in city traffic.
on the highway, or silhouetted at the ciarb-you know
immediately that it's • Pontiac and trwrtething 'wry Aperial
among nutotnnbiles.
Pontiac's pnrforinattee in equally unmistakable-thinks to
Pontiar's great power plants, the straight eight or iii. and
to the smiling convenience of GM Ilydr•-kletic I)rive.•
And remember, Pontiac it is 'till the Intent priced straight
eight in Amorierd
Why not Mille it Dorm and get the whole 'Pontiac story?

mar
Truetone-of-Tomorrow!

FAI-Ahl TABLE RADIO

* Wagons
* Pedal Cars

suhihAsirls
Bot
,,is

SAFE-T-NEW DRIVER VIEWt remise's
wide. optically curved windshield. plus
wider windows and slimmer pillars all
around, gives you a new driving hortr000t
•51,414,1•M•415 Miro •
4 4•444•1•1•trra 4.441.

* Tricycles

Sensational static-fr•e
receptiogi as well as
standard A111! Beautiful
mahogany plastic. 03114.

"

Home i wIlwA I
"

33(

Red Front Stores
Operated by
\SSMIate

JOE P. WILCOX

$1:65
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